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HYPEX Projectors better than ever -more
efficient. They have the famous Hypex "flare formula"

-

-not exponential developed by Jensen acoustical research. Driver units employ the Jensen "Annular" diaphragm,
ciomped at periphery and center -another exclusive feature!
-.;- CJAXIAL Speakers. Now four improved 15 " and 12" designs
for h,gh- fidelity, extended -range reproduction. High- frequency Control provides instant fidelity adjustment to suit program quality and
listener preference Available in complete Reproducers.

11. SPEECH MASTER Reproducers. Designed especially for crisp
highly -effective speech reproduction. Desk -, panel -, wall -mounting types
in power ratings for low -level and high -level applications.

REPRODUCERS

BASS REFLEX' Reproducers. A complete line of reproducers with
speaker installed, or enclosures only, in fine furniture or utility styles
all with the smoothly extended low -frequency range for which
Jensen Boss Reflex is justly famous.

-

These are only a lew of the many distinguished products in the complete
jer.sen line Write for catalogs and data sheets for further formation.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6615

REPRODUCER

S

LARAMIE AVE.. CHICAGO 38. ILLINOIS

Canada -Copp., W6,.
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Toren,*

Transients
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE

*

The recent announcement of Bell Labs of the development of the traveling wave tithe is a brilliant example of the ability of modern scientists to devise
new means of getting results when the need becomes
sufficiently great. This is the only tube Nyhich can be
used in an amplifier to i)rotide high gain over a broad
band of frequencies of the order of 4000 nie. The
traveling wave tube is destined to become just as important in microwave communication as the magnetron
or klystron- perhaps even pore so.
We feel fortunate in being able to present in this
issue the first technical discussion of this new type of
tube to appear in any )magazine.

RADIO PRODUCTION

*

Production of radio receivers during June exceeded

1,000.(X)0 sets of all types, according to an 1:

\l.\

re-

port on production statistics. This is about the sane
as the highest average pre -war monthly rate, but is still
far below capacity. Furthermore, production of FM
sets amounted to only 17.23. principally because of
the cabinet shortage which limits production of all types
of console receivers.
Principal cause of restricted production is shortage
of labor and materials. Shipment of large quantities
of sets has been delayed because of tube shortages. particularly rectifiers.

PRICE CONTROL

*

The OP_\ situation in the radio industry i)econtes
daily more and more befuddled. \ \'hile price control
is supposed to he removed only witen the supply equals
the demand. we learn that the first receivers to be decontrolled are household television sets, of which but
200 have been produced this year. Announced purpose
of this action is to stimulate production of such receivers. It surely needs it.
But if price decontrol will stimulate production. why
not do the sanie for vitally needed components. such
as speakers. tubes, copper wire, gang condensers, con-

IRAD10j

*
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sole cabinets, which are not available in sufficient quantities to enable full ,cale production at the present time?
Personally we don't think decontrol would help nnuchsomx components are now selling below ceiling. and
even finished table model. radio -phono combinations are
now being advertised in New York well below ceiling
¡rice. But the much -desired big sets are still scarce.
\ \-e Iwlieve in price control. under present -day con ditions. as applied to rents and commodities. but it
failed to benefit either the radio industry or the pros-

pective purchaser of radios.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

* One of

the no.1 feared bog,' , of reconversion
which has failed of its expected results is the dumping of surplus radio and electronic equipment by the
government. Afany had advocated scrapping. rather
than resale, of such merchandise to avoid injuring the
nnarket.
Ilowever, not notch had been disposed of up until
the end of February. 1946. According. to the \ \-ar Assets Administration, total sales up to that time
amounted to but $17 million dollars, although $300 million dollars worth (at reported original cost
was
available for disposal. Surplus on hand amounted to
$115 million in components and lab. assemblies. S60
million in equipment. S-I8 million in tubes. balance
in miscellaneous equipment.
_ \lthough
an undetermined portion of this has already been sold since February, there is still a very large inventory of surplus
for sale.
it would be valuable to know in detail just what is
likely to be offered in the near future. There are
still shortages in tubes of certain types, and if any
such are now surplus. immediate sale would greatly help
the radio industry.

Intimated future acquisitions of surplus electronic
equipment and apparatus range from $1 billion to $2
billion, but the \'!\_-\ announces that most is expected
Io be commercially unsalable and will probably be
scrapped.
H. P.
\%
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1177: Grand -daddy of air microphones was
Alexander Graham Bell's box telephone, into
which Thomas A. Watson shouted and sang in
the first intercity demonstrations of the infant
art of telephony.

1937: The Western Electric "Machine Gun"
mike does for sound pick -up whot the telephoto
lens does for photography. Sharply directional,
this microphone makes sound "close -ups" at
unusually long range.

4

1920: Telephone scientists developed the first
successful commercial ettke -the double carbon
button air -damped t)pe. Used first in public
address systems, it later became the early symbol of broadcasting.

1921: The condensor microphone, designed by
Bell Laboratories for sound measurement in
1916, entered the public address and broadcasting fieldOlt provided o wide frequency range
and reduced distortion.

1938: Cordioid directional microphone, with ribbon and dynamic
elements, was the first mike ever to
combine 3 pick -up patterns in one
instrument. The later 639B, with 6
patterns, is also one of the finest all purpose mikes ever made.
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pace in Microphone Development

-

1936: Directional with slide -on baffle, non
directional without it, the Western Electric Salt
Shaker gave highest quality pick -up at new low

the
The first non directional mike
famous Western Electric B -Boll, designed by Bell
top
it
provided
Laboratories. Smolt, spherical,
quality single mike pickup of speech or music
from every direction.

1931; Bell Telephone Laboratories developed
the Western Electric moving coil or dynamic
microphone. The first of its kind, it was rugged,
noiseless. compact, and needed no polarizing
energy. Many are still in use.

1935

-

-

cost.

well

What is a microphone? Fundamentally

1946: No larger in diameter than o quarter,
the 640 Double-A condenser mike (shown with
associated amplifier) is ideal for single mike
high 'fidelity pick- ups. It was originally designed as a laboratory test instrument.

it's a device which converts sound into
electrical energy -just what Bell's original telephone did for the first time
away back in the seventies.
Today's Western Electric mikes -the
Salt Shaker, Cardioid and 640 Double A -are a far cry from the first crude,
close -talking telephone transmitter.
But they're its direct descendants.
Year after year,Bell Telephone scientists- through continuing research
have developed finer and finer telephones and microphones.

-

BELL TELEPHONE

Widely used in studios and remotes
high quality sound distribution.

os

as in

Year after year, Western Electric
has manufactured these instruments,
building quality into each one.
Together these teammates have been
responsible for almost every important
advance in microphone development.
Whether you want a single mike, a
complete broadcasting station, or radio
telephone equipment for use on land,
at seA or in the air, here's the point to
remember:
If Bell Telephone Laboratories designed it and Western Electric made it,
you can be sure there's nothing finer.

LABORATORIES

World's largest organisation devoted e.l-clasirely to research
and development in all phases of electrical communications.

Wesrern Electric
Manufacturing unit of the Bell Svstent aval the nation's largest
producer

rPADIO
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It is then observed that if the scan

is to be linear, i,. = It /1,-1-1, where
/, is the d.c. through /.,., which thus
constitutes a basic design equation. To
simplify the analysis. it is assumed

throughotn,thatthe current taken

by C.
very small with respect to i,., and that
r,. is negligible. On this basis, the sim -.
plitìed equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 is
derived.
if the deflection coil current is linear,
the voltage /ì across I. and It is
E = (/ki/t, -{- LI /t,)k /n
The total current required by the
circuit during the scan is
is

MAGNETIC DEFLECTION
Iase ntial design factors involved in
obtaining linear deflection tyith magnetic deflection yokes are discussed in
an article by W. T. Cocking in Wireless
World for iuly. 1946. The author limits
his investigation to tétrode and pentode
amplifiers driving the yoke through a
transformer. as shoyn in I it/. 1. IIt
points tit that with one circuit, more
than one mode of operation is possible.
In the analysis it is assumed that the
tube is driven by a s:nytooth Voltage of
good tyaveforin. implying that the sawtooth Voltage rises linearly in time during the scan tint. falling back in arbitrary fashion (later discussed in the
article during the flyback time. These
periods are 84 us and 1.1.8 us respectively. in the British system.
To obtain a linear current tyat-efornt
in the deflecting coils, mathematical considerations on the basis of the Fourier
analysi- indicate that the twentieth harmonic of the fundamental should bes
passed. accompanied with a minimum of
frequency and phase distortion. Such
considerations lead to choice of special
core material-. t)n the other hand, practical experience shows that silicon -steel
cores are satisfactory. and that few harmonics abVC the third need to be
passed. The discrepancy is due to lack
of sharp corners in the practical waveform. and. as the author later points out,
the corrective influence of the tube characteristic upon an exponential waveform
of current through the yoke.
It is preferable. \Ir. Cocking says, to
Consider the problem from the standpoint of R .I.(' response to suitably -timed
impulse excitation. using the equivalent

*

)
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circuit of Fig. 2. llere the amplifier tube
is represented by
and R,, and the
core losses by R_ (vhich includes any
shunt damping losses present 1. L,,, 1.,.
r,,,
C, and C, are the transformer
constants, and R,. and L,. the deflection
coil constants.
The constant- current
equivalent circuit is derived as shown in
Fig. 3. in this circuit, R, is the equivalent resistance of R,, and /t, in parallel.
The transformer ratio is n. a nd k is the
coupling coefficient, J!,'./L,,L. The
author then defines the problem as follows; during a period of tinte 1,, it is
required that the current through L,
shall change linearly with tinte.
The magnitude of the change will
depend on deflection coil design, tube
used, and supply potential. \ \'ith L. = 3
nth, a typical current change is 600 ma.
In the equations \vhicl) follow, I =
change of current. and instantaneous
current is denoted by i,.. The tinte interval under consideration is from
= (1

-

(1

+

I.

t-

+

+

)

R, L, 2t L, /R
It is usually inconvenient to have the
tube supply the last terns of the current
equation. and circuit values are therefore selected to make this term negligible.. \lthough the coil current is then
exponential. curvature of the tube characteristics is such as to maintain practical linearity. The required correction
is less than 2'; if I.,,
there /.,, is expressed in mh.
n

a

R

I

+

j

t,
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I

-.e
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z
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Figure
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(Fig. .11 is quite small, only a
small Value of
is needed to achieve
linearity, and efficiency is low. I_ should
he designed to be at least ten tintes L.
l

i R

L

The voltage developed across the transformer primary has a maximum value
I.f /R +
t, )k n when t = t,. and re-

//

(
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DEPENDABILITY IN ANY
ELE:TRONIC EQJIPMENT

HIGH POWER
LOW PLATE VOLTAGE
The famous Eimac 75T is now available in both high and
low amplification factor types (75TH- 75TL). These exceptionally flexible triodes provide a high power output at low
plate voltage, and require a minimum of driving power.
These Eimac 75T's are suitable for use as oscillators, amplifiers, or modulators. For example: a pair of75TL's in a class -C
amplifier can easily be operated at 500 watts input with only
1500 volt, on the plate. The required grid driving power
for the two tubes would be only 12 watts. In a class -B modulator, two 75TL's operated within 1500 plate volts will deliver 280 watts of audio power, sufficient to more than 100%
modulate the above menticned RF amplifier.
The Eimac 152T has twice the power handling capacity
and twice the transconductance of the 75T, but less than twice
the already low grid -plate capacity. At 1500 plate volts, 500
watts input can be run to a single 152TL, or a full kilowatt
can be run to a pair of 152TL's in a class -C amplifier. For
class -B audio, a pair of 152TL's will deliver 560 watts with
1500 plate volts. Eimac 152T's are also available in high and
low amplification factor versions. Literature giving full
technical information on these triodes available now. Write
today, or c3ntact your nearest Eimac representative.
Follow the Waders to

CALL IM

EIMAC 7ST

EIMAC 152T

'OWER TRIODE

P::WER TRIODE

tN

EIMAC REPRESENTATIV_ FOR INFOtMATION

ROYAL J. -IIGGINS (W9A O), 600

S.

Export Agents: trazar and Hansen, 301 Clay Street, San Francisco I1, California, U.S.A.

B.

BECKER (W6Gt

),

1406 So.

Grand Ave Los A,gelesl5 California.
Phone: Remond 6191.

VERNER O JENSEN, Verne

TIM COAKLEY (WIKKP',

,

Woshingtan. Phone: Elliott 6871

11 Beacon
St., Boston 8, Massachusclts. Phone:
Capital 09.50.

M. B. PATT EPSON (W5CI) Patterson 8.
Company, 1124 Irwin Kea:ler Bldg.,
Dallas 1, T.za.. Phone: Ce,tral 5764.

RONALD C. BOWEN, 183 So. Hum.
bolds St., Denver 10, Colotcdo. Phone:
Spruce 94.8.

ADOLPH :CI WARTZ (W2CN). 220
Broadway, Room 2210, New York 7,
New York. Phone: Courtlard 7.0011.

JAMES

O. Jensen

Company, 2015 second Ave., Seattlel,

EITEL- McCULIOUGH, INC., 1245 -G San Mateo Ave., San Bruno, Calif.
Plant Located at San Bruno, California

HERB.

Michigan % -e., Room 818, Chicago 5,
Illinois. Phone: Harrison 5P48.

>

MILAR ASSOCIA-ES,

J. E.

Joyner, Jr. (W4TO. 1000 P, schtree St.,
N. E., Atlanta, Georgia.
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FCC PREDICTS

doges the supply voltage by this amount.
Should the reduction be excessive, distortion is again introduced and the picture will he squeezed up on the right hand side.
Mr. Cocking further considers the
tly -hack period and conditions of oscil-

COMMU
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YEAR

F

11k

AM stations
400 new stations
FM
. 2950
radio -equipped
5000 more . 1800 aviation

planes

.

,

.

radio

r

trains,
ground stations
equipped autos, facsimile,
railroads
multi-purblink
micro-wa
many
pose
W ill be
systems and
services ill
new

within

lation. Mole damping is discussed. with
less than critical clamping recommended.
I.'.ed in conjunction w ith negative feedback. resistance damping is preferred.
The article concludes with a dozen
design equations of central interest to
the worker in this field.
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You Can Qualify

One of These New, Good- Paying Jobs
CREI Technical Training NOW Will Enable You to Gain the Ability
to Choose Your Job Tomorrow -Right in Your Own Home Town
Never before have men like you had the chance to step
into brand new jobs in brand new fields. F\1. Television.
Facsimile and other electronic communications systenlfor both governnttnt and indu -try will require thousands
of highly trained, expert radio crtttntunicatiuns engineers and technicians.

INDUCTANCE
Funny how many men
are like an electrical

conductor that be-

comes electrified when
near a charged body.

NOW is the time to take the time to prepare %ourself
for these important career job -. CREI home study training ran .how von the way by providing you with the
"tool." with which to build a fire) foundation of ability
based on a planned program of
lern technical training.

Expose +hem to the
right training, thinking
and study
turn out
Men who

This is real, I
st -to- goodness practical radio engineering training that leads tu better jobs and more rapid
promotions . . , the type of training for whirls nu:ny
thousands of professional radinnren have enrolled during
the past

19

selves

and

in

they

"first rate."
are

place

ahead,

looking

them-

positions

where they are continuously preparing for a
better ¡ob, tomorrow.

years.

Hail coupon for Ire,.

I
klet today. I (:REI training for
veterans is available under the "(;.1." Bill.)

(.RlI

r,r,d.nt

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
E.

Dept. RA -8, 16th and Park Road, N.W., Washinafon 10,

D.

C.

Branch (1Nir..
Ne,. York 17I: 170 IFro:ul,,

hir:,cu 121:

:10 N.

I., ..II.

..u.

T

rantri.en 121: 760 Market st.

-I

I

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
16th and Pork Road, N. W., Washington

MAIL COUPON
FOR FREE

RA-13

10, D. C.

lv,,..e .,n,l nae your fr,,. IMO /art.
"Tour Opportunity in the %.u II orld of ElectronGENIE/.

36-PAGE

BOOKLET

:

.

together with full details of your horn, study
attaching a brief resume of my u:
p.ri. lr.. edu,N,,, and present position.

training. I

If you have had professional or ama-

radio experience and want to
make more money, let us prove to you
we have the training you need to
qualify for a better radio lob. To help
us intelligently answer your inquiryteur

PLEASE

STATE BRIEFLY YOUR BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION
AND PRESENT POSITION.

8

I

Name
Street

City

Zone

State

Occupation

LD

I

am entitled to training under the G.I. Bill.

-RAY IN TUBE WORK

\ good theoretical and practical discussion of radiographic techniques as
applied to tube development work and
product inn sampling is presented by R.
\l. \ litchcll in an article "Notes on
Radiography in the Wireless Industry,"
in the .Marconi Review for Jan.- \larch,
I04(1.
'l'lu properties and methods of
generating N -rays are examined, as well
:IS the complicated problems of snaking
satisfactory radiographs.
Development of miniature stabilivolt
tubes is cited by the author as a useful
application of radiography. Electrical
tests had shown considerable variation
in the performance of specimens from
the production line. and this was revealed by radiographs to result from
variations in spacing of auxiliary striker
pin anti striker. The auxiliary striker
pin is a fine wire pointing inward from
the tubular - shaped cathode, while the
striker is a vertical wire between cathode
and plate.
pother fault was discovered while
studying these gap variations: a filament
is fired during manufacture. and if it
sags it may cause a short. Radiated
heat was also observed to bend the
-triker. and these points were quickly
stahlished with the aid of radiographs.
The writer points nut that routine
photographing of miniature vacuum
tubes. while a valuable technique in development work. proves too costly ill
routine production. However, for large
transmitting- tithes, radiographic inspection is frequently justified.
For examplc, a high -power tube which was
imperfect in test for an unexplained
reason. showed on the X-ray plate to
have had its supposedly straight filament
distorted into curves. either during
manufacture or possibly from spurious
\ -h -f oscillation during test.
\Ir. \litchcll also points out the value
.f radiography in detecting flaws in
molded plastic products with inserts,
-uch as plug and socket contacts, where
Inuch tinte is saved and non -destructive
testing realized.
*

,

President

H. RIETZKE,

61
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Guess who didn't know an
Adlake Relay was on the job!
AN

Adlake Mercury Relay can always
be depended on, y%hether it in burglar
alarms or any of hundreds of other uses.

Whatever your relay needs nay be.
only Adlake Plunger -type Mercury Relays offer you all these plus advantage.:

Hermetically sealed; dust, dirt.
moisture or oxidation cannot interfere %%ith operation
tnereury -tonurcury contact; chatterless, silent.
impervious to burning, pitting or
sticking
absolutely safe
no
maintenance required.

...

...

...

Write today for free, illustrated Adlake
Relay folder! 10 obligation, naturally.

there a if,,, here VIII trim/ done?
AII;ike Plunger -type "Irrcury Relays arc
prorcc/ best in these and

other applications:

Radio transniss.
Standard telephone circuits Precision control instruments :Animated

displays Railroad and traffic controls Burglar
I[eating and ventilating controls Refrigeration controls
-rai control l)rn clean ing equipment
Remote and automatic controls Production Tine time controls Photoelectric apparatus Motor reversing switches
Sign flashers Electric time controls Navigation buoy flasher light controls Surgical light ing controls
Cable electrol.sis prevention
Signals and indicators
Electric call systems
Across- the -line motor start s sitehes Power
circuits fir- conditioning controls Mill and
factor. service Voltage regulators.
alarms

\

\qA0[ MARK

THE

hAMS

,c

IIIESTLAKE

O1IPA1Y

ESTABLISHED IN 7857
ELKHART, INDIANA
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
Manufacturers of Adlake Hermetically Sealed Mercury Relays for Timing, Load and Control Circuits
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RADIAL HORN SPEAKER; a 31/2'
horn.
Projects
re- entrant type
sound over 360' area. Stormproof. Made of RACON Acoustic
to prevent
resonant
Material
effects.

Leading Soundmen everywhere specify RACON Horns,
Speakers and Driving Units when quoting on potential sound
installation sales or rental contracts because RACONS deliver
maximum output and response for size of driving unit used.
There's a RACON sound reproducer for every conceivable
purpose. Each affords more dependable and efficient service
and they are competitively priced.
SEND

FOR

CATALOG
LINE

OF COMPLETE

PAGING HORN; extremely efficient 2' trumpet speaker for use
where highly concentrated sound
is required to override high noise
levels. Uses P.M. unit.

RADIAL CONE SPEAKER; projects
sound over 360- area. Cone
speaker driven. Will blend with
RACON
ceiling
architecture.
Acoustic Material prevents resonant effects.

RACON ELECTRIC CO., iNc. 52 EAST 19th ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
10
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TRAVELING WAVE TUBES
MARTIN A. BARTON
We believe this to be the first published technical discussion
of an epoch- making development in
microwave transmission. The traveling wave tube is the first device
fier to provide high gain over a broad band at an operating frequencywhich enables design of an ampliof the order of 4000 megacycles

xr( r \]r RELE._,-u by the bell
Telephone Laboratories of information concerning; the performance
of a sample traveling )cave tube has
caused much interest throughout the
industry. The possibility of building
a vacuum tube amplifier in the region
around 41111) Inc tyithuut the use of any
sharply resonant structures is of utmost importance. Such a device opens
the way to the use of extremely broadband transmissions over highly directional learns and would allow a radii
relay netwu -k to be constructed which
could handle high fidelity television
programs as well as an extremely large
number of simultaneous telephone conversations or other equivalent services.
since traveling )cave tubes can be !milt
to handle any frequency within 4111
flic of a nominal 4111111 etc operating
frequency, present lintitatioms on the
band tcidtlt which can be effectively
used depend more on the wave guide
transmission systems used to couple to
the tube than upon the operation of the
tube itself.
THHE

Use in Relay Service

As between the magnetron and the
klystron. which are the other two types
of vacuum tubes currently available
for use at true microwave frequencies.
the traveling wave tube rotates (lose[
to resembling the klystron although its
principle Of operation is quite different
from that tube too. Like a klystrott, the
traveling wave tube is well adapted
for use as an antplificr as well as an
oscillator. This is not true of magnetrons: they :use, at least generally speaking, only useful as oscillators and in fact
are normally used only for producinghigh level signals such as thnse which
are needed in a radar transmitter. Like
the klystron, the traveling wave tube
can be used to amplify a lots -level microwave signal provided only that the
signal strength is greater than the intrinsic noise introduced by the tube.
To date this flatter of noise is not
completely satisfactory in either the
klystron or the tr:l\eling wave tube.

*
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effect trill take its toll and contribute
to the attenuation of the signal. In
radio transmission through free space
there are no such conductors and the
only attenuation which is encountered

zoo
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Fig. 1. Relative attenuation of microwaves
in free space and in transmission lines.

Magnetron

Neither tube shims notch promise of
allowing r -f amplifier stages to be built
Mt() a receiver a, effectively as they
are in receiver, designed for use in
the lower frequency part of the radio
spectrum. This. Itowcycr. is by nn
means fatal to the use of microwaves
for relay service.
\ \'het) a radio link is to be used to
supplant a cable of wires or a coaxial
line, high signal -to -noise ratios must
le held at all points. The fidelity requirements are quite stringent because
any distortion that is introduced is of
cotirse cumulative from relay to )clay.
This condition in turn means that
the receivers are not 1((jnire(l to work
on extremely late level signals.
Because of the high gain antennas (sharp
beams of radiation and because the
line-of -sight properties of microwave,
generally limit the relay spans to 31
tuiles or less, such relatively high level
signals 11111 the receivers are easily
obtained.
t

So much has been said of the su-

perior transmission properties of coaxial
line, ;mil wave guides that it is easy
to lose sight of the fact that neither
is as good as free space.
Their advantage- are nearly always quoted in
terms of other more conventional types
of transmission line. \ \'h &never a conductor is present. whether it be in ))rare
guide form ur distributed :long the
transmission path in some other way.
currents will flow ill that conductor and
the resistance accentuated by the skin

1946
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a

geometric nature associated with

the spreading of the energy over larger
and larger areas.
1 shows this
attenuation situation as it exists for two
sample transmission line installations
and for line -of -sight radio transmission.
It

indicates that relative to transutis-

sion line., economic considerations do
not II i ,-nrily demand extremely long
relay -pall-.

Comparison with Magnetron

and Klystron
The invention of the traveling )vane
tube is generally attributed to tite English snug is a direct outgrowth of a wartime project )which, hotwever, had to be
sonetyhat limited in the face of other
more pressing tasks. Ilritish engineers
have emphasized the noise feature, of
the tube in their research. Apparently
the bell Laboratories are the first to
realize that other advantage,. such as
efficiency and broad hand width. might
he eyed more important.
It does not appear likely that the
traveling wave tube will stake the magnetron and the klystron obsolete in the
foreseeable future. Hach would seem
to ;lave uses for whicll it is certainly
superior. There are also some applications where it is not yet kmtwn
which type is hest.
The lineup at
present would scent to be about as
follows:

Magnetron
To obtain extremely brief but high
powered pukes of microwave energy
the multiple cavity magnetron is by far
the hest tube mailable. Although the
cathode structure of the magnetron
must be kept extremely small and is
therefore always a vulnerable point
tthen continuous operation is needed.
no such difficulty is stet under pulse
conditions. The magnetron has never
been successfully modified so as to
he useful as an amplifier or frequency
11

The traveling wave tube also builds
up its output signal with energy taken
from the kinetic energy of the electrons
in an electron beans.

_- ACCELERATING ELECTRODES
2

ELECTRON

a

3

4
HIGH

SOURCE

VELOCITY

T

ELECTRONS

Electron Accelerators

ACCELERATING GAPS

R

POWER

A reverse example of the transfer
of electron kinetic energy into r -f field
energy is that of the so- called electron
accelerator tube. It is a device which
uses a relatively low voltage and applies
it repeatedly along the electron path
so as to give the electron a very high

F

SOURCE

Fig. 2. An electron accelerator design using multiple accelerating paths.

multiplier. it cannot be easily used
either for frequency or amplitude
modulation systems. For radar or pulse
tinte modulation transmitters. however.
it is unquestionably the best type of
tube to use.
Klystron

The klystron is an extremely versatile tube because it can be used in almost all the functions of ordinary
triodes, screen grid tubes. and pentodes.
In particular. it can have an output
circuit which is tuned to a frequency
different from that of the input circuit
and hence can act as a frequency multiplier. This property in conjunction
with its operation as an amplifier makes
it quite possible to use klystrons with
a precise crystal oscillator to yield microwave signals which have a very accurately known frequency. This is in
contrast to the very rough frequency
control obtainable with the ordinary
magnetron and the still fairly rough
accuracy possible with the best control
schemes. The peak power of the klystron is notch less than that of the
magnetron although its average power
is comparable. Its band width as an
amplifier is restricted to a few megacycles although the construction of tubes
to operate over any chosen few megacycles up to frequencies as high as
25,000 me is quite feasible. Klystrons
are particularly adaptable to use with
frequency modulation.
Traveling Wave Tubs

Development has not yet reached the
point where performance in all classifications can even be intelligently
guessed at. There is every reason to
believe that operation as an oscillator
as well as an amplifier is relatively
easy. Frequency multiplication using
the traveling wave tube would not appear to be very straightforward but
may be possible. Great band width,
good efficiency, and high gain seem to
be the most likely virtues of this tube.
There seems to be some indication that
the traveling \Vase tube \\ill be easiest
to build only for frequencies in the
At both
neighborhood of 4000 nie.

12

higher and lower frequencies the dimensions required introduce difficulties.

Operational Theory
in just about all vacuum tubes, operation depends upon transferring energy
from an electron beau into an r-f field.
In a magnetron oscillator. for example. electrons from the cathode are accelerated because of a d -c voltage on
the anode. During their acceleration
they accumulate kinetic energy front
the cl -c source and a magnetic field
simultaneously causes them to rotate
around past gaps that are cut into
cavities which form part of the anode
structure. The nature of the tube
geometry and the d -c voltage is such
that most electrons pass by the gaps
at times \Olen the r-f field there decelerates them. As they slow down they
lose kinetic energy. The energy that
is lost to the electron is gained by the
r -f field which is strengthened in con sequence. A single electron may pass
several cavity gaps and give up energy
to the cavities several tithes before
drifting out of phase and losing its
usefulness in the tube.
In a klystron, a similar situation exists. Electrons from the cathode are
initially accelerated by a tI -c field and
hence given energy by virtue of their
velocity. In a multiple cavity klystron,
the electrons then pass through a cavity
where their velocity is slightly modified.
After traversing a drift tube this slight
velocity modification is sufficient to
cause the electrons to be bunched and
phased so that they suffer deceleration
by virtue of the r -f field existing in the
final cavity. Thus again kinetic energy
of the electron is transferred to the
r -f energy in the tube output circuit.

e-a

=s:r:>!
::::::
:::::I=Ms::::::::Z:i`
A

D

velocity. Such high velocity electrons
are useful for producing hard X -rays.
Electrons as they are boiled off a
cathode surface have relatively small
If. however, an anode is
velocities.
placed near the cathode, the electrons
will be attracted by the positive potential of the anode and will gain \elocity during their travel toward that electrode. If the anode voltage is E volts.
the electron velocity will be given by
(1

-

/c2)i = 1/2

X 10-

-6E_+1

where s' is the electron velocity and c
is the velocity of light. To obtain v/c
values of more than a few tenths, inconveniently large values of E must
lk used.
Figure 2 shows hots an electron accelerator tube may be constructed so as
to avoid this difficulty. .\ single voltage
obtained front an r -f source is used to
accelerate each electron four times. The
electrons travel from left to right.
Those which emerge from the electron
source when the r -f voltage is positive
are accelerated through gap 1. By the
time they reach gap 2, the r -f voltage
has changed polarity so acceleration is
incurred there also. The various accelerating sections successively increase
in length so that equal time intervals
elapse between the transits of the various gaps. The polarity then has
changed again when the electron
reaches gap 3 and still again when
gap 4 is reached. Thus the electron is
accelerated four times by the r -f voltage and E in the equation just stated
has the effect of being 4 times as great
as the r -f voltage actually used.
Such a method of accelerating electrons is a rather exact reverse of a
method of slowing dozen electrons and
absorbing the energy into an r -f voltage. As a matter of fact. the gap
method just explained is closely an-

Mi
Uu

Low. Wi
c

D

a coaxial line.
Fig. 3. Launching a traveling wave into a wave guide from
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alogous to the operation of a klystron.
There pairs of grids are used to collect the r -f energy just as gaps are used
here to feed in the r -f power. Velocity
modulation of the electron beans is simply a method of causing the electrons
to reach the gaps ( i.c.. pairs of grids
in bunches and at times \yhen they
will strengthen the r -f field rather than
be accelerated by it.
I

Traveling Wave Accelerator
The electron accelerator tube just
mentioned speeds up the electrons only
during the successive brief intervals
that they are in the gaps between the
electrodes. It is natural as a next
step to see if there is not some way
to cause the acceleration to take place
all along the tube. In other words,
it is desirable to see if there is not some
way to make the condition, which periodically occurs at each gap. be one
that moves down the tube along with
a certain group of electrons so as to
constantly urge that group of electrons
to stove faster and faster. This situation in which a voltage gradient in a
+v
ACCELERATING
TIME I
DECELERATING

DISTANCE
ALONG

-v

TUBE

+V

TIME 2
A

DISTANCE

C

ALONG

TUBE

AC
TIME 3

B
t

DISTANCE
ALONG

TUBE

Fig. 4. Electron action along a traveling
wave tube.

given direction moves along a transmission line is precisely what happens in
a traveling wave.
Neglecting such
practical details as that of finding a
method to make the wave go slowly
enough and to gradually speed up to
keep pace with the electrons. the problem is an easy one.
In Fig. 3 is shown one way in which
a suitable traveling wave Wright be
launched down a hollow tube in a way
that would accelerate certain electrons
travelling along with it at nominally
the same velocity. The launching arrangement consists of a coaxial line
carrying the r -f power and terminated
into a piece of cylindrical wave
guide. The center conductor of the
coaxial line extends a short distance
into the wave guide and then ends in
the way shown. In a practical device
the center conductor itself would have
to be hollow and a beam of electrons
projected through it into the active
field of the wave guide.

*

Fig.

S.

Use of helix as walls of a wave guide to decrease greatly the propagation velocity.

At the left end of the coaxial line
section shown in Fig. 3. the r -f voltage is applied between the center and
outer conductor. This means that for
each alternate half- cycle. a positive
charge is supplied to the center con ductor and a negative charge to the
During the other
outer conductor.
half -cycle periods the polarity is reversed. As these Croups of charges
stove along the line, so also does a region in which any electron between the
Conductors would be attracted to one
of the conductors. For example, if an
electron were placed between the coaxial conductors at a place such as . -1,
it would be nunnenta rily attracted to the
outer surface as is shown by the arrows.
if the electron had no ehe ty, the attraction would be very short lived because the conditions of region .-1 would
have moved on to the right. and even a
region such as the one at B would have
come in from the left and have caused
an opposite force to be present at A.
on the other hand, if the electron
were moving from left to right through
the inter -conductor space at a speed
approximately equal to that of the r -f
voltage. the electron might keep up
with the condition shown at A and be
continuously attracted to the outer con-

ductor and absorbed there.
Such an arrangement for lateral deflection of electrons in a coaxial line
space is of no value, but when the
saute logic is applied to the wave guide
section, two conditions of great value
are possible. One occurs when electrons of interest move along with regions like the one instantaneously
shown at C in Fig. 3. Such electrons
are continuously accelerated and may
under certain conditions be made to
obtain very large energies. The other
occurs when the electrons of interest
move with regions like the one shown
at D. Such electrons are constantly
being slowed down and are constantly
giving up energy to the r -f field. This
is what happens in the British and Bell
Laboratory tube known as the traveling wave tube.
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Electron Distribution
From what has been said, it is apthat the difference between a
traveling wave accelerator and a traveling wave generator of r -f energy
lies not only in whether d -c or r -f energy is supplied, but also in cursing
the electrons of interest to be these
which stove along in a certain phase
relation to the traveling wave. To
generate r.f., one would ideally like
to have the electron source emit
bunches of electrons which would travel
along with the decelerating regions of
the traveling wave and give off no electrons to go along with the accelerating
portion hence draining energy from
the r -f field. if such an electron source
could be obtained there would be no
The electrons
need for the tube.
themselves would supply the needed
r -f current. Fortunately, however, the
traveling wave tube does not require
any such electron source in order to
operate. Possibly a rough bunching of
titis sort in the electron source could
obtained by using klystron techIR.
niques and would be helpful. But operation is normally accomplished without
any special attention to the electron
source except to cause it to emit as
many electrons as possible and to supply
d -r voltage in the gun assembly which
will give the electrons the necessary
kinetic energy to transfer to the r -f
parent

field.

In Fig. .1 the conditions along the
length of the tube are shown in a somewhat less pictorial way than in Fig. 3.
Three sine waves are drawn and in
each one the portions above the axis
represent a region in the tube where
electrons would be accelerated while
the portions drawn below the axis show
where deceleration will take place. In
the first curve. for example, the portion of the tube at the extreme left
(next to the electron gun) is one where
electron acceleration takes place. The
center part is one of decelerating properties and the right -hand end is again
an accelerating region. In actual practice, a large number of such regions
would exist and the drawing would
[Continued on page 30]
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keying of radiotelegraph transmitters was used
in the early (lays of radio communication \Olen the arc transmitter
was in its prince. Because the arc,
once started. could not he keyed on and
off fast enough for practical communication. oceans were used to shift the
output frequency in accordance with
the telegraphic code.
This usually
CHRIS BUFF
consisted of a heavy relay- contactor
Field Engineer, -I&SS Wireless Mfg Corp
which shorted intermittently part of
the frequency -determining tuning coils,
thus varying the frequency many kilocycles. An operator toning to one of
these frequencies could copy all the
5: SPACE
key-down or -marking" signals which
M. MARK
normally Were used to carry the intelligence. The "spacing," or key -up.
signals could not be heard at the sanie
S
M
S
M
setting of the receiver, but if the opera
tor tuned to the spacing frequency
he could copy all the spaces between
cicáracters. letters, and words. If he
had had enough practice in copying
the spaces he could copy the same intelligence on either frequency!
S M S M
in those days. however. the state of
INPUT KEYING
RADIO
SIGNAL
art was such that only the key -down.
R.F
RECEIVER AF AMPLITUDE A.F FREQUENCY AFRECTIFIER
AND D.0
WITH H.F a
LIMITER
DETECTOR
or marking. signals were normally used
AMPLIFIER
B.F OSC.
to receive the intelligence. Frequencyshift keying was then only a means to
D'.
an end. Today this method of keying
0
is fully utilized with both the markOUTPUT KEYING,
ing and spacing frequencies playing
SIGNAL
equal roles. resulting ill a method of
telegraphic communication which is inFig. 1. Block diagram showing essentials of a frequency -shift keying system
herently less susceptible to fading,
noise. and other transmission vagaries.
Frequency -shift keying may be called depended upon to realize the increase operation is more unpredictable because
the tel
counterpart to fre- in signal -to -noise ratio required, it day -to -day neutralizing and biasing adwould mean that powers exceeding
justments on any given on -off keyed
quency modulation as :applied to broad 11)I),000 watts would have to he used
r :1-sine.
transmitter are closely related to the
on most circuits.
amount of key clicks and transients proAdvantages of Frequency Shift
An important operational advantage
duced.
The gain ill signal -to -noire ratio of results from the fact that the trans With f -s operation the carrier is not
frequency shift versus on -oaf keying mitter output keying wave shape call interrupted. This greatly minimizes the
has been variously estimated to be be- be made identical to that of the input chances of transients being generated
tween II db attd 20 db. I)itferent
keying signal. The slopes and mark- due to slight neutralization or bias
methods of detection over various to-space ratios can therefore be readily
ncisadjustIIlents on any frequency, in
transmission paths probably account adjusted before entering the transmit- any stage of the transmitter.
for most of the discrepancy. The I I -db ter and will be exactly the saute \\lien
figure was arrived at by comparing
they leave the antenna. This is so be- Basic System
a dual -diversity f -s system with a triplecause the Class C amplifiers. which
Although there are several methods
diversity on -off system and is consid- usually are not of ton high a t1. form of producing frequency shift signals at
ered to be on the low side because it a linear system for frequency modula- the transmitter and of converting them
is known that under certain multipath
tion having. the narrow deviation used
at the receiver, Fig. 1 shows the eleconditions the addition of the third re- for this method of keying.
ments common to all frequency -shift
ceiver will increase the signal -to -noise
\With on-off keying of a low -power
systems. These are the frequency -shift
ratio gain by 3 db or more.
stage in the transmitter, the final out- keyer at the transmitter which takes
The f
system provides the greatly
put wave shape can never be precise- ordinary on -off (l -c or tone pulses and
increased signal -to -nise ratio neces- ly adjusted because of the limiting ac- converts them into two distinct radio
sary for reliable radioprinter operation tion of Class C amplifiers which keep frequencies, the amplitude limiter at the
without necessitating transmitters of squaring up the wave in each succesreceiver which levels out fading sigtremendous powers. In general. all sive stage, so the final wave shape is nals, the mark-and -space frequency detransmitters in use for on -oaf keying never identical to the input signal.
tectors. and the differential rectifier
Excessively squared waves with steep which changes the mark- spaced audio
may be converted to automatic printer
by adding the frequency -shift keyer unit
rises and decays cause transients which
tones into positive and negative (1 -c
values for rekeylitg a (1 -c amplifier.
and provide reliable radioprinter service increase the bandwidth greatly beyond
The effectiveness of this system may
without any increase in power.
that which is required for the speeds
If transmitter carrier power were
being transmitted. Adjacent channel he enhanced by introducing a band -pass
FRF.Qt'FVCr SHIFT

FREQUENCY SHIFT

1
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KEYING TECHNIQUES
Circuit data and design factors of the new
frequency -shift transmitters are discussed

filter ahead

of the limiter to restrict
the frequencies accepted by the limiter
to those needed to detect the desired intelligence.
-I-he design of this filter
mist take into consideration the fol-

input keying signal and the (output frequency at the transmitter nor the output frequency of the receiver and the
rectified output of the converter. The
use of frequency shift. however. is proving of advantage. with respect to economy of operation and fidelity of transmission. for facsimile and radiophoto
work. For these applications a linear
system is required Which Will convey
all the gradations between black and
white by means of discrete frequencies.
While saute success has been achieved
for ordinary telegraph frequency shift
by using twa -t crystals differing slightly
in frequency and alternately keyed by
meats of an electronic switch or
mechanical relay, such a system is of
no value for radiophoto or facsimile
work. Fig. _' shoat's a block diagram
of a frequency-shift kever which has
proved very stheeetul with both types
of signals. -

lowing factors:
1.

2.
3.

Value of frequency shift.
:Maximum keying speed.

\laximum drift in transmitter and

receiver.
Secondly. a lots- -pass filter in the final
d -c output of the converter may be
used to eliminate any transients above
the maximum keying frequency. The design of this filter may be governed
solely by the maximum keying speed.
taking into account the passage of only
those harmonics of the keying frequency necessary for adequate fidelity

of copy.
The use of hand -pass and low-pass
filters may also be applied to on -oft
keying systems.
For all types of telegraphic coummunication. including automatic printers.
a two-frequency shift keyer and cunverter will suffice. That is to say, it
is not necessary to have a linear relationship lLett\cen the amplitude of the

F -S

Transmitting Keyer

telegraph signals are applied to the keyer- linlitcr circuit which
keys a parc -set regulated voltage to the
reactance tulle grid. This circuit is so
(

)n -oat d -c

H.F CRYSTAL
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arraugeu that any variations in the
amplitude of the input keying signal
above a minimttn threshold level will
not alter the predetermined frequency
shift produced by the reactance tube on
the 200-kc oscillator.
The reactance tube itself should be
considered part of the 21111 -kc (oscillator
circuit since its presence affects the frequency. stability. and (> of the oscillator. Fiq. . -hrncs a reactance -tubeoscillator circuit which produces a
linear frequency string and has good
stability. This circuit is unique in that
it slakes use of the grid -plate capacities
of the reactance tube (uS N
tu form
part of the 9(1° phase shifting network
necessary for proper operation of the
circuit. The circuit is biased so that
positive and negative voltages with respect tu Zero volts input. will produce
negative and positive frequency swings.
An increase ill positive bias results in
capacitive reactance bea decreased
ing presented tu the oscillator tank
circuit. I \ ering the frequency. For
negative voltages the converse is true.
Fig. l -ho\ys the frequency shift characteristic obtainable with this circuit.
For facsimile and radiophoto operation the d -c keyer- limiter stage is not
used and the linear d -c pulses are applied directly to the reactance tube grid
(

)

circuit.
Because of the excellent linearity obtained and the fact that no current is
drawn by the reactance tube grid. it is
pussilIhe tu tt e a frequency -shift dividing resistor network tu reduce a basic
predetermined frequency shift to any
value desired. Frequency multipliers in
the transmitter multiply the shift as
well as the carrier frequency. (ordinarily
necessitating a readjustment of the frequcncy shift control potentiometer each
time the number of frequency multipliers is changed.
\ \-ith the circuit shown a basic output carrier shift, for instance (d0(1
cycles. slay be divided into any number (of subdivisions. each selected by a
switch contact. \Ittltiplication in the
transmitter brings the shift back to the
desired value (WO cycles on the final
output frequency.
.\ dividing network calculated to
provide subdivisions of
3,
3rd.
4th.
(Ill. 18. i')th. and
1?tlt
the basic shift will accommodate the
multiplying stages of practically all
transmitters in existence.
Since the system is linear and no
current is drawn from any of the taps,
the resistor values may be readily calculated. being exactly proportional to
the frequency -shift divisions desired.
The push -pull. .21111 -kc oscillator energy is applied tu the grids of a balanced mixer stage where it is combined with energy from a high -fre)
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quency crystal oscillator operating 200 kc lower than the desired fundamental
output frequency. The plate circuit
of the mixer stage may be tuned either
to the high sideband. crystal carrier.
or lots sidebaul frequencies. In tltt
interests of .standardization the high
frequency siticband is normally used
the output frequency. Through the tH,
of a balanced mixer circuit with a plait
current balancing control the crystal
carrier may easily be reduced to 50 db
below the sidebands in the 2 to 4 nn
range.
The high- frequency sideband is then
amplified and transmitted by coaxial
cable to the buffer- amplifier stage in
the transmitter.
Succeeding stages in the transmit
ters are tuned to resonance exactly as
for on -off keying and the power input
is adjusted for continuous key-down
-

operatic m.
F -S Receiving System
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Fig. 4. (Above) Voltage input vs. output frequency for circuit of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 (Below)
Audio discriminator characteristic suitable
for facsimile application
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Several types of frequency detectors are in use for converting frequency -shift signals back into on-off
pulses for actuating automatic printers. ink recorders. and facsimile equipment. In order to obtain the required
stability. the detection is usually accomplished at audio or frequencies below
100 -kc. Unattended receiver operation
requires that the high and beat -frequency oscillators be crystal controlled
or controlled by master oscillators haying stabilities approaching those of ATcut crystals. temperature- controlled.
Systems which permit operation with
unstable oscillators, do so with great
sacrifice in the signal -to -noise ratio because the input band -pass filter must
then accept the widest possible drift
band with its attendant decrease in
noise rejection.
TO

FREQUENCY

1K

CPS.

`pace diversity technique may be
used to great advantage with frequency shift telegraph signals. In most systems each receiver is followed by an
1 -s
converter channel consisting of an
amplitude limiter, a frequency detector,
and a differential rectifier. The two
channels are combined after rectification by means of a gating system which
allows the stronger of the two signals
to pass and rejects the weaker. Direct
combination of the receiver outputs is
not feasible because phase shifts existing between the two signals clue to
multipath condition < may cause partial
or complete cancellation of the signal
or produce severe distortion of the
keying signal. After rectification to
d.c., the phase shifts represent only a
SLNCED

MIXER GROS

6NT
200

AC

OSCILLATOR

6SN7
REACTANCE TUSE

small fraction of the total pulse lengths
and are, therefore, usually not detrimental to keying speeds up to approximately 60(1 w.p.m., or 240 cps. Because
of the high keying speeds used for facsimile and photo -transmission (up to

cps) ntultipath phase shifts cause
severe distortion even when diversity
action is affected in the d -c stage.
Therefore, dual diversity operation is
not used for tae reception of these
signals.
Figure .5 shows an audio discriminator characteristic which is suitable
for the translation of frequency shift
facsimile and photo signals into d -c
amplitude variations which control the
recording lamp. Values of frequency
shift commonly used for facsimile are
000 cps and 120(1 cps. For facsimile
work, the gating system and d -c amplifiers show' in Fig. 6 are not used.
Linear tl -c voltages may he taken directly
front the discriminator, passed
through an appropriate low -pass filter,
and used to actuate a tone kever which
produces an output frequency whose
amplitude is directly proportional to the
d -c input. The input circuits of most
facsimile anti photo-recorders operate
with an amplitude -modulated tone input.
801)

Frequency Stability
Frequency detection in the standard
communications spectrum of from 2 to
30 sic implies the use of a high frequency- stability system in order that
the FCC tolerances originally assigned
for make- and -break keying shall not be
exceeded when frequency -shift keying
is used. The standard FCC frequency
tolerance for most point -to -point radiotelegraph transmitters is -.01!¿. Until

-

frequency shift keying is more adequately defined by the FCC and new
tolerances are set up, certain communications companies are bound to adhere
to the present ±.01% figure. This
means that the total bandwidth of a
frequency shift transmitter must lie
between these limits. At the present
time, frequency shift is considered to be
a forni of Al emission using an unstable oscillator Actually the stabilities required of the stark- and -space
frequencies are much greater than
those required for make -and -break key!

HH

ing.
o
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REG

U

C

INPUT

SIGNALS

Fig. 3. Linear frequency shift and high stability are realized in this reactance -tube-

oscillator circuit
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During the war, an 850 -cycle frequency shift was decided upon and used
by most of the military services. This
has proved to be a good choice so far
as overall performance goes and probably took into consideration the limitations of frequency stability of the equipment in use at that time.
For commercial services between 4
and 30 me a 600 -cycle shift has been
found to result in no deterioration of
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whichever method is used it is t,
parent that the reactance tithe princip.
of producing frequency shift keying ha:
many advantages over all existing
methods. Among these advantages art
the following:
\ \'aye shaping is easily accom1.

(Above, left) Rear view of frequency -shift transmitter keyer. (Above, right) Front
view. (Below. left) Front view of frequency -shift converter. (Below, right) Rear view.

signal -to -noise ratio gain and is widely
used. This figure was arrived at to
meet the FCC .Ill' ; tolerance requirement as swell as an endeavor to cut
down the bandwidth required to the
minimum necessary to maintain a given
grade of service.
The stability of frequency -shift key ers of the type described) and illustrated
by Fig. 3 is dependent for the greater
part on the design and temperature cntrol of the reactance tube- oscillator circuit considered as a unit. The high frequency crystal oscillator, which is
mixed with the 200 kc frequency to obtain a shifted high frequency. employs
an AT cut crystal, also temperature
controlled, and contributes negligible
frequency drift. Present equipments employing this principle maintain a stability of ±6 cycles on the i to 6 Inc
range over an operating period of 6
hours or store.
In actual commercial operation the
stark and space frequencies are checked
at least once every twenty -four hours
by means of a primary or secondary
frequency standard. It has been determined by these measurements that
the 200 kc oscillator usually requires no
frequency readjustment over periods of
a week or more.
A -C line fluctuations of ±-10% reflect no more than a -6 cycle change
on the output frequency.

*

Improved) temperature over design
techniques are uovy available which will
g ratly redact' even the present drift
d u' to ambient temperature changes.
n:dl oyons suitable for titis type of
equipment have been constructed which
maintain constant temperature within .3
f I °l- or better with a change in the
ambient of from Il° to -±-50°C.
In order to achieve the required stability without using temperature con t-ol it is necessary to place the reactance tube -oscillator circuit on a frequency lower than 5)t kc. This means
that two or more frequency ci
he perforated to obtain 1 to 6 inc
output frequencies with Stuftìeient attenuation of undesired sidebands. Despite the additional converter stage. this
system has considerable merit in that
it eliminates costly oven ci nstrnrtion.
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piishcd in the grid circuit, minimizing- undesired transients and
permitting minimum bandwidth
for a given keying speed.
?. An excellent linear characteristic
is obtainable which allows the
use of the system for photo and
facsimile transmission.
3. The system is very flexible. Any
value of frequency shift may be
set up anti divided as required.
Standard high frequency crystals
may be used in the high frequency oscillator and the characteristics of these have no bearing on the keying or frequency
shift.
It is pointed out that direct or indirect
phase iIIIf ul.ation of crystal oscillators
as applied in frequency modulation systems for voice and program frequencies
is not applicable to frequency shift telegraph or fascintiie keying. This is so
because. for the latter operations, the
modulation or keying frequency must
go down to zero. That is. discrete frequencies representing either the Mark
or Space signals, must be able to be
maintained) for an indefinite period
t -liich man- be seconds. minutes. 01
hotur-s.

Phase modulation systems are based
a definite lowest modulation frequency usually 15 to 30 cps and _are,
therefore, not suitable for this purpose.
The design of frequency shift receiving equipment offers no great
problems as far as frequency stability
is Concerned because the conversion can
readily take place at audio frequencies
or very logy radio frequencies 50 kc or
lower.
Attempts made to discriminate directly at standards intermediate frequencies, such as 465 kc, have met with
little success Clue to mechanical and
thermal instabilities of the discriminator at these frequencies.
The reduction of frequency -shift
on

[Continued on page 30]
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RECEIVER de.lglt engineers need a
quiet spot in pleasant home-simulated surroundings in Nvhich to
listen to their newly developed models.
Many far -sighted manufacturers provide such facilities in the form of a field
laboratory: others either require or permit the engineers to take the receiver
home for these tests. The remainder
provide no facilities, but depend upon
listening tests made in the laboratory
under far from normal operating conditions. Sooner or later customer complaints will convince these manufacturers of the need for special facilities.
The field laboratory is not only an
ideal proving ground for a company's
product but it can he used for many
other purposes if intelligent planning
has gone into its layout. Besides the
regular listening roonis. which should he
furnished as nearly like a regular living
room as possible, there should be at
least one extra large room suitable for
small "get- togethers
where conferences can be held by engineering, sales.
or management. But the main objective
is to provide a suitable listening post
which approximates an average residential home and to provide sonic laboratory facilities for staking comparison
measurements of receivers. When possible, a comparison should he made between all new designs and a representa.tive sample of previous designs or perhaps a competitive manufacturer's current production. i.istening pests should
be made under as nearly normal living
roo;u conditions as practicable, particularly if tonal fidelity is being checked.
Unusually high electrical or aural background noise masks the program and
makes it difficult to listen critically.. For
this reason approximate home conditions are preferred.

NOTES ON

ALI.

-

Fig.
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A. C. MATTHEWS

Facilities Required
l'he laboratory building can be deigned on a single floor plasm. although
the heating facilities could be located in
a small basement if desired. The building shown in the sketch (Fig. 1) is of
cinder block construction with glass
brick for decorative effect and privacy..
.A second floor is not recomended because of the inconvenience of moving
apparatus from one fluor to another.
The amount of fluor space depends
upon the size of the particular engineering department :uul the extent to which
it will make use of the field laboratory.
There is always a tendency to provide
tt)o little floor space, therefore this point
should he carefully considered. An extra
listening noon) costs very little additional if included in the original plans
but it it must be added later the expense involved is sometimes prohibitive.
Last experience has shown that a field
lab( oratory becomes increasingly popular
with the design engineer
he discovers
the speed with which he can solve certain acoustic problems when a quiet
working space is available.

a

Antennas
If the company is engaged in iitanttfacturing fares receivers. then a typical
farm antenna should be erected. Television. I \I and other high -frequency

Perspective view

of field

laboratory.

receivers of course require adequate dipoles or other forms of high -frequency
antennae. An easily erected mast of 20
or 30 feet \yell also cone in handy in
case antenna systems are to be studied.
This should he well in the clear in order
to elistin ;rte reflectioss from nearby
buildings.

Equipment Required
Next, the actual required measuring
equipment should be decided upon. This
should include \\I and I' \I signal generators for all frequencies ordinarily
used. together with a -f oscillators to
modulate same. Obviously a separate
variable atalio oseillator will not be required for each generator but it is advisable to include at least three since
in this way audio investigations can lx
carried on simultaneously by another
group without loss of time in waiting
for equipment.
Several vacuum tube
voltmeters and output meters should he
.

provided. At least two oscilloscopes will
also be found invaluable. Of course. a
supply of small components such as resistors. capacitors and hardware are an
;thsolttte nnlst as is a complete range of
a -c and d -c meters.
Several types of switches should be
provided for switching antennas, receivers and speakers. .\ few of the more
common types are shown schematically
in Fig. '. Note that indicating lamps
are included to assist untrained personnel in following the switching (luring
ilena mist rat ions.
Portable acoustic measuring equipment can be set up in the rear of the
building for speaker measurements if
the building is located in a quiet neighborhood. Outdoor measurements are superior to those made indoors because of
the absence of undesirable reflections.
As for tools. some companies insist
that each engineer bring his own from
the main laboratory. others supply- a
fairly complete complement which always remains on the premises. The latter method is to be preferred. Electric
bench-type drill presses and similar
equipment are not required since major
changes should be made at the main
plant where more complete facilities are
available. :\ small hand drill, however,
Nvill often conte in handy if minor
changes are necessary.
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LABORATORY DESIGN

FIELD

Useful information on the design and construction of

field laboratory

a

building space lias been provided for
toilet facilities.
Too the left of the ten -foot wide vestiIntle. when entering the main door, are
located two smaller listening rooms.
These are approximately the size of an
average living room and, like the main
demonstration room. should be completely furnished to approximate normal
Nome conditions. Without adequate furniture a room will tend to have too much
reverberation and therefore will be misleading- to the listener.
\t the rear of the building space has
been provided for a small laboratory
.ith a connecting sound -proof roost.
Ilte former can be used for making
minor changes and measurements while
the latter is ideal for huni or low level
distortion tests. ?tIuipmeilt as prey:ously described should he available for
these rooms.
Many refinements ca ii be added to
these plans such as attractive pilot lights
at each dour to indicate When the power
is turned on, a paging system for the
telephone. photo -electric door openers. a
high quality line to a local broadcasting
station for comparison purposes. etc.
The antenna tower. as shown. is ii utional and may be located in the rear of
the building as will other antennas if
required. .\ driveway should be provided at the rear of the building to facilitate loading and unloading heavy
equipment.
The cost of a field laboratory as described should not be prtihibitite, especially since it helps insure maintenance
of a high- quality product from year to
year by permitting comparisons to be
made antler actual operating conditions.
.

I

Fig. 2.

Details

of

switching arrangements for comparison tests.

{tali listening room should he furnished as a typical living room] Avith
rugs, drapes. tables, overstuffed furniture. floor lamps. etc. ( hie nt- two "tea
wagons" should also he provided for
measuring equipment. In additinn to the
normal living rooin furniture a supply
of folding camp chairs often are useful.
especially when a demonstration is to
be given.
The wurkr si should be
equipped tt ith cupboard space to hold
the unused equipment and supplies.
I

i

Maintenance
A junior engineer can be assigned to
check the supplies. ordering new components as required. i le can also check
the measuring equipment from time to
time to sec that it is maintained in gaud
order. Inless an automatic heating system is available a janitor or caretaker
will be required daily.

Actual Layout
A typical floor plan is shown in Fig.

There are actually four listening
rooms since the sound- proofed room can
be used if necessary. Such a layout
should be adequate for even the largest
radio receiver manufacturer since the
building is to be used only for listening
3.

117,11

0141

*

tests and demonstrations.
The train
roost with 1111111 square feet of flour
space is adequate fur demonstrating several receivers to a fairly large audience.
Such a roust can he used by management and engineering to demonstrate
new advances in the line.
Telephone facilities should he located
nearby. but nut actually in the ]room.
since this can often be a disturbance
during demonstrations or talks. .\t least
two flours should be included because
of the size of the roost. This facilitates
the minting of equipment or receivers
t.. Ili(' storage space without unduly disturbing the audience. Built -in seating
along the front and part of the side
f the outer wall will he found very convenient in many instances.
.\ storage and utility roost located
close to the main demonstration room]
provides a convenient place for storing
receivers which are not actually being
used. but are required for tests from time
to time: as for instance. competitive
]models and samples of the previous
year's production. This roust should]
also include heating and air conditioning
equipment for the entire building. :\
cloak closet has been centrally located i,i
the stain vestibule and at the rear of the
I
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Floor plan of field laboratory.
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GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CATHODE
COUPLED AMPLIFIER; SYMMETRICAL T AND H ATTENUATORS
NO. 51

GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
CATHODE -COUPLED AMPLIFIER
Y iclding (1.111)1e- ended output from
single -ended input, the two -tube cathode coupled amplifier circuit shown in Fig. I
may be conveniently analyzed on the
published plate fancily. Details of the
operation may be thus evaluated to a
considerable degree of precision.
I", and i ï are usually the same tube
hype, and the analysis is made upon this
basis. 1",.. derives its excitation from the
drop across the common cathode resistor Rk. while 1', is excited by c, ek.
l'he output is customarily taken from
plate -to- plate.

-

Guideposts
\ arious guideposts in the analysis
may be observed at the outset. \Vhcn
= 11, the grids of V, and I must have
the saute potential, and this potential is
-ek. Currents f, and f, will lint necessarily he equal, however, unless R. and
R1.2 are equal. In general this will not
he the case.
\ \'hen e, # 0, the grid of 1", is at a
potential (e; -ek I. while the grid of i
is at a potential -ck. A positive -going
voltage on the grid of I leads to a
negative -going voltage on the grid of V,.

Figure

20

1

Figure

Published plate characteristics present
voltages with respect to the cathode. and
since the circuit of Fig. 1 causes the
lower end of Rk to be a voltage reference
point. it becomes necessary to suitably
modify the conventional procedure. "l'he
technique is well known for the case of
a single -ended amplifier of the current feedback type.*
The analysis is started with sonie
arbitrarily chosen value of cathode resistor current Ik, and its resulting drop
ck through the resistance Rk. This drop
ek is evidently the voltage e ,. the grid cathode voltage impressed upon i Unknown at this point are the components
of Ik, i, and i,, their resulting drops
through R1.1 and /6.2, and the required
input voltage e,.
The pattern of the analysis is as
follows: Having chosen an arbitrary
cathode resistance current 1k whose
unknown components are i, and i2,
is as yet unknown. But i2 can be found
*RADIO,

March, 1946, p. 23
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-

because c is known, and e,,, = Ebb e,
i,R,,. as explained in greater detail
below. laving found i,, f, = Ik iî, and
the drop i16., can be computed. "net,
c,,,= Ebb- ck -a,RL and e,
upon the characteristics at the in::
tion of e,,, and i,. Knowing c _
e,.
it is nosy possible to compute c, and the
problem is completely solved.
The end result of the analysis con
lists of two paths of operation upon
the characteristics. each of which describes the behavior of an individual
tube, and which together describe the
plate -to -plate behavior when the individual outputs are added. The operating
points are at e, = 0 on each path of
operation:

-

I

l

;

,

,

Successive Approximations
To explain iu greater ,Icu,il hem t
proceed with the analysis, a slide rule
is useful in making the most involved
step : that of finding i,. Subtract E., and
ek, and jot down the value. Set the index
of the slide rule at the value of Ras so
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NO. 51
l \'hen the loadlines are drawn upon
"tic.. and the various

the plate characteri

"slues of input voltage Woted at the
proper points as explained under Fiy.
an operating point lc, =0) is determined upon each ItatIline. Travel along
the Ioatllines fur a given increment of
input voltage takes place in oppt
directions, and the projections of th,
axis yields the
grid swing: upon the
resulting plate -to- plate swing.
tain of the circuit of entorse hnnh.
from the ratio of the plate -to -plate :wing
to the input voltage c,. In general it
will he fount) that the gain of the circuit is not much greater than that obtained for a single stage operating iu
the conventional manner. However, the
advantage of the cathode- coupled circuit
lies ill the balanced output obtained a:
well as its improved performance tinder
conditions of overdrive.
analysis of the circuit is
( iraphic:tl
interesting, and is capable of yielding
information not otherwise obtainable
with assumed linear parameters.

i

Figure

that all the drop, of i_/w',., are apparent.
until a
Follow down the curve
likely looking value of i,,. i. seen projected helot%; note the value of i, at this
point on the e, curve. and glance at the
slide rule, subtracting the slide role
drop from the jotted %aloe. it ttiII be
too large or too small. indicating the
direction and magnitude of error. Correct the chosen point accordingly, and
check again. Three or four trials establish the point very closely, and subsetluent points on the path of operation
involve much less Labor, since their
general location follows from points
already found.
In practical cathode- coupled groundedgrid amplifiers, a fixed bias is usually
uperposed upon the grit): of 1', and 1'2
in order- to control the operating point.
I'Itis minitie the analysis only to the
ixtent that when computing e,,,, it is
/
recognived as having a value et
\where /ì is the fixed bias. Likewise. in
computing ì ,. it is seen that t, = t,,, -t-

t

-

.

E,..

Complete Graphical Solution
graphical solution is
A\ complete
'hown in Fig. 2. here /i,,,, is located.
;Ind the R,: drop computed for the assumed value of /t. This is graphically
subtracted front /ì,,,, as .hot%n.
Next. an t,, scale is laid off front right
to left as shown. s,t that the value of
Ebb- n: -c,, can be read directly. Like,rile i. laid ii- at an
wise. another e., ,Cale
;Ingle with respect to the i,. axis. as
shown, to allow the ¡,.R,. drop to be
read directly.

'RADIO]
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In other word-. this set of linear
scale: solve, the equation i,, /t',. = E,,,.
c,,
tt, as is seen frond Fig. 2. To locate
a righta point on the load line of I
angled device such as a draftsnian's triangle, or even :t sheet of paper, is slid
along the characteristics, with the corcurve. a, shown.
ner on the e,. _=
!aintaining the right- angled device
square with the axes. the .link down the
curve is stopped when the saute value of
voltage is attained on both auxiliary
scales. The terminating point on the
curve ( PI is a point on the load line of
Other paints are found in the same
manner by choosing other values of I&.
'late overall result of an analysis appears
as shown ill Fig. 3.
Since the corresponding points on the
load line are found by usual arithmetic calculations anti points Of coordinate intersection, the graphical
treatment is applied only for the I
neteri ninations.
Thus. determining the paths of operation for I', and I , involve, duly
slightly more labor than floes analysis
of the transformer-coupled push-pull
amplifier. NI, reo\er, the graphical an:tiv.i, of the cathode -coupled groundedgrid circuit affords the only knotyn
method of computing actual pet-fin-malice.
Assuming that nut and /t',, are constant, as is done in algebraic solutions.
necessarily leads to inexact conclusions.
Using large charts of characteristics
and snaking the graphical analysis carefully. it is reasonable to expect highly
accurate results.

-

-

SYMMETRICAL T AND
ATTENUATORS

final impedance in nhnr<,
pure resistance
ri = attenuation in deeliicl, niul
tiplied by 0.1151
R, = series arm resistance in
ohms
arm resistance in
R:, = shunt
ohms

.'

1
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l'hen R, = Z tann

R.=
Example

1

sink 0
Z =
:

ohms and attenti

SI)1)

R, = 1411
(II).
ohms. /t', = 822 ohms.
Example 2: Z = 501) ohms and attenu
tion = 35 db. R, = 48.z
ation

=

K:,

5

-

17.8 ohms.

R1

R,

R,
I

--

R3

Z

IR

2

2R

Z
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RECENT RADIO INVENTIONS
These analyses of new patents in the radio and electronic fields describe the features of
each idea and, where possible, show how they represent improvements over previous methods

*

Thermionic Tube Circuit

.\ inethiHI of coupling tu a cathodefollower vacuum tube through an arti-

ficial transmission line is described in
a potent issued to (gril E. \IcClcllan
recently. :\ cathode-follower circuit
normally comprises a tube hayin
a load impedance in the cathode connection which is connuon to both the
input and output circuits tif the tube. :t
is claimed that the method of the invention is superior ht more usual arrangements because much lower Voltago
can he applied to the cathode -follower
tube \while yet obtaining voltage: from
the output connections that are at any
desired level consistent only with the
characteristics of the cathode-follower
tube and the insulation of the artificial
transmission line.
Reference to the accompanying dia ""6,.,zrant will aid in a further explanation
of the invention. Suppose that the input
signal is such that the plate of the
amplifier tube swings over a 200 volt
range. In an ordinary cathode -follower
connection in which the grid of the
cathode- follottwcr tube is connected directly to the plate of the amplifier tube
through a condenser alone so that a
signal is applied between grid and
ground, operation is possible only if the
cathode voltage of the cathode-follower
tube is not required to swing through a
range of acore than 2111) snits above
ground less whatever a nuunt is necessary to keep the cathode -follower tube
from being cut oft.
The signal applied between the cathode and grid of the cathode- follower
tube is that from the plate of the amplifier tube less whatever portion of that
voltage is found across the output terminals of the cathode -follower. With the
present invention this is not the case.
The signal from the amplifier tube is
carried through a transmission line and
applied directly between the grid and
cathode of tlt cathode -follower stage.
The artificial transmission line used
in one foret of the invention contpris,..s
two coils wound together on the central
leg of a soft iron spool. The coils are
arranged so that their coupling ap-

22

8+

B+

SOFT IRON

TP

u
T

COUPLING TRANSMISSION

LINE

AMPLIFIER

CATHODE FOLLOWER

Patent No. 2.379368
proachcs unity. because of this coupling
and the nature of the transmission line
element. the two connections to the
cathode -follower tube are divorced front
ground and hence can be applied directly between the grid and cathode.
The patent, number 2,379,168, is assigned to Westinghouse.

Telegraph Signaling System

*An

improved method of carrier telegraphy is shown in a patent i -ued to
Harry Nytluist recently. This system
utilizes a frequency modulation technique to obtain simple and positive keying at high speed. vet maintaining most
1(4ulinned ,nl page 291
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New Products
Tie

NEW RECORDER

I,iii

\

?I III Mudoal l
,uu fit., New Yurk 13, N. Y..
Ian

a new

low -cast

I

instantaneous

recording

pre, In

rccdouble
a -c anti d -C
bus Ci mncctians also iras been simplified.
\t the sanie tinte, better space utiliza,ti nt
fur
heavy -duty current applications has
t ii

:;tti

n

problem

.iners has been sahel b
'wants. The 'taunting ui

in all

the

been a \lliCVCd.

O'

mechanism of the overhead type. This
recorder is entirely new in design.
Features arc: Cutting needle angle adjustment, single lever fur engaging feed
screw and lu\\ering cutting head and positive drive and gear \vhich cannot he
clogged by chips. The Technu -(r ft recording mechanisms are adaptable ta any
height recording turntable. .\ thumbscrew
allows for accurate adjustment ut cutting
depth. Its cutting pitch is 1111 Zincs t cr
inch. outside -in. The two nuulcls available
permit recording, up to lo" diameter.

of the principal advantages
selenium rectifiers lias al\vays been the high
alluttahlc reverse voltage per plate. l'hc
new stack is cumposcd 411 plates possessing
voltage than hcrctuf.ow
higher reverse
practicable tram a cunnucrciah standpoint.
These new plates are designed ta xx ith,t.ur1
late. cuma fits voltage ui '(, cults per
pared with the 11 -cult plates prcvion>ly
supplied. \\'ith the ilex\ 6 -v plates rectifier users have a treniciulti by greater
factor of safety and allu\\ath he reverse
yt iIttgc.

NEW CRYSTAL UNIT
Flic Illilcy I.Icruir Company, of 1'ric.
h'ennsylcania, annuun.-cs the release of
it nerv crystal finit, type VN_'. specifically
F-.625

-1

17, N. Y.

FM ANTENNA
\ new high etli(iency :antenna to 'met
the F \I hruadcastcr's needs fur maximum
coverage of a given area has just been
announced by the \\-ester' Electric Coni any. The new :uttenna, called the 54A
\ntcnna, or "Cloverleaf.- was designed
by the 11e11 'Telephone I.alsn-aturies to
radiate horizontally polarized \\avcs and
energy into
to cunrentratc this radiated
it service area sirruu'ding the transmitting station. The new antenna is engineered
particularly for use by frequency Inudulr
lion hruadcist stations operating at ;.
frcqucnc
FCC
assigned
carrier
new
twee' 11 and 1111 megacycles and at
levels tip to and including 50 :il\x
I

.

HEAVY DUTY RECTIFIER
Thy newest of a -t lies of iniprnvcnient,
efficiency of selenium
rectifiers have been incurpur:ted in a
heavy -ditty stack k-vclped by Federal
Telephone and Italia Curp., Newark, N. I.
Federal', ncty SCIcniunt rectifier stack
has double studs, center contact cunstructiun and _'( -volt plates. I:nipluying rectangular, square- curncrcd platys instead
of the maid type, the new stark is dcsigned lu tumult either in a yrrtical position ur ill a liurizuntal position, thcrel\
affording improved and mtobstrurted Circulation of air fur plate railing. Out ui
the ncxV rectangular plates inure than
takes the place of h\.; of the 41s"
diameter platys.
The advantages of parallel ur series ur
Scric- parallel rnnnyrtinn pernüt the f.
oration of whatever ronibinatiun is needed
to supply the desired load-

Descriptive bulletin 131 -K is available;
inquiries should be addressed tu The \\'inchestcr lu., 6 East 46th St.. New York

sud

in the design and

-1F-687

35P

designed fur use \ here spare is at a premium. Type
features a Compact.
gasket scaled assembly and ,alder lu
connotions replace the usual pin contactThe unit is supi lied at 3105 ke for use in
private aircraft transmitters and is available at :atiy specified frequency between
x

\X'

ì11111I

i

:c and

1111N1

kc.

MULTIPLE CONTACT CONNECTOR
self- separating Connector. newly dcby The \\inctcs[cr leu-, New
York 17. N. 1., eliminates the prying
and pulling required tu di,engaec the ur-\

I

WATER- COOLED CAPACITOR
I, \;I i,
n',i:itnt of five

or more.
:on\ rely. reducing the bulk
fur given rating,. the new :\erovux Series
780 water- cuoIed mica r:n,aritur is now
available fur extra- heavy -duty service such
1

Vclo' cd

din:iy multiple connector.
\Ioldcd tif melamine plastic, the uncpic.-e inserts reduce the danger at (lasI
/\c1_ (lilt tu moisture and dust a(CU'n.
lutions.

Nut only ducs this nu,nublork type

tunstructiun permit easy removal ut cuntacts. but it also stakes the connrrtor
more rugged.
l'Iris (unnectnr crut be supplied \Vitt a
simple sett- cntained lurking device tir aplliratiuns with Very cluse spare lintita-tiun. The necessity ut any eternal clamping arrangement is thereby eliminated.
\lultiple telescoping barriers serve tu
isulate Contacts and increaac both surface
Creepage and :tir gap bet\\cen adjacent
Contacts. The connector is thus :apabl.
ut being used at high potentials. Minimum
:tir gap ut 's inch is maintained between all contacts. Contacts are designed
fur tac \vitte a maximum (\ire size of
#16 \ \V(i.
.
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in hitgh- potter transmitters and induction
maces.
The mica stacks are in an oil bath.
Looling coils in the oil bath provide for
the efficient transfer of heat. Available in
ratings up to 25,000 volts a.c. test, and in
capacitances up to .01 µfd., by Acrovoe
Corp. of New Bedford, Mass.

RH -10 FREQUENCY CALIBRATOR
The Ilrnwning i.als,nttorics has recently developed a new frequency calibrator
Model RI1 -10 which allons full use to
he stade of the world's finest frequency
standards which are transmitted from
radio station \V \\ V. The RH -111 is pre tuned for 5 and 10 megacycles: either may

Proyisiuns are stade
for coupling secondary standards or other
he selected at twill.

r -f sources and comparing their fundamentals or harmonics with the standard
frequencies transmitted by \ \ \\'V.
A
cathode ray indicator
erntits frequency
comparisons to he made to at least 1/10
cycle. A dual filter allows the selection
of either the 440 or 401X) -cycle modulation.
This allows these frequencies to be employed as a primary standard.
The sensitivity of the R11-111 is better
than ', microvolt and the image rejection
ratio is more than 50 db.
For further data, write f lrotwning Laboratories, Inc.. \Vinchest,r, Mass.
1

H -F VTVM
The -lip- 410.\ high frequency vacuum
tube voltmeter is a multi -purpose instru-

ment for laboratory, broadcast station, and
production-line use. It measures a -c voltage from 20 cps to 700 me, d -c voltage at
11111
nugoluus input impedance, and resistance from 11.2 (ohms to jW megohnts.
For making a -c measurements a special
low-capacity probe is employed tvhich incorporates a new diode especially developed by Eintac for this instrument.
Input rapacity is 1.3 µf: input resistance
is o ntegohnts below 10 inc, less at higher
frequencies duc to dielectric losses. On a.c.
the 4111.\ reads I v. full scale to 3(10 v.
full scale in G ranges. 1) -c measurements
may he oracle from I t. full scale tu 101111 v.
full wale ill 7 ranges: input intl.edance fur
d -c measurements is 100 nxgoluns for all
ranges. For staking a -c measurements in
low impedance circuits. the probe may he
stored in a compartment in the instrument
and connections stade to binding posts on
the front panel. Overloads will not damage
the instrument.

NEW E -V MIKE
\ unique nett combination crystal microphone and desk stand is announced by
ilectro- Voice, Inc.. South Bend. Indiana.
Internal construction. together with
high capacity crystal, provides smooth,
wide -range response and esceptinnally
high output -gives fine repruductin (of
yule( and music. Frequency resp onse is

Ingenious New

Technical Methods
with Your
Reconversion Problems

To Help You

ubstantially

New, Simplified Drill Press Vise,
Speeds Up

/,INN)

c.p.s.

1

Designed to be used with a drill press table having
either parallel or radial slots, the New UNI -VISE
drill press vise, with guide bar and protractor
disc, speeds up and simplifies drilling, layout and
spacing work in straight lines, radial or circular.
With two movable jaws, vise has universal movement without swinging table or head of drill press
to locate exact position of work. Operator thus
adjusts work quickly for accurate registration.
Guide Bar facilitates drilling holes in a straight
line. With a straight edge and a lineal scale on surface, it registers with lineal scale of vise. Protractor
disc, for drilling holes accurately in a circle, has
parallel slots registering with parallel slots in base
of vise, and a removable means to pivot complete
unit on table of drill press.
Accurate work can always best he done by attentive
operators. That's why many factories urge workers
to chew gum. The chewing action helps relieve
monotony -helps keep workers alert, thus aiding
them to do a better job with greater ease and safety.
And workers can chew Wrigley's Spearmint Gum
right on the job -even when hands are busy.

24

front 70 to

Output level is Oil tlb below volt /dyne /cot°,
open circuit. Voltage developed by normal
speech (111 (lyses /cm_) is .0394 volt. Im-

Drilling, Spacing, Milling

You can get complete iìfsrmatiou from Spiral Afjg. Corp.
3612-26 N. Kilbourn Ate., Chicago 41, Ill.

Nat

pedance is

I -li -Z.

Can be used with any

standard amplifier employing high impedance input.

The Electro -Voice Comet. Model 902,
may be used for group pick -up or for a
single person.
For complete information, write to
Electra- Voice, Inc., 1239 South Bend Ave.,
South Bend 24. Indiana.

LEVER SWITCHES
:\ new line of lever-action switches has
been : nnottnced by the l'. R. \iallory &
Co.. Inc These new switches are adapted
to interconununication, centralized radio,
sound distribution and public -address equip-

AA-83

ment.
'l'he lever- action swit :h offers a total of
26 circuit combinations, 13 each shorting
ami l ositive non -shorting, including two,
three and four positions. all with positive
indexing at 211 degrees between positions.
For et mplete information (trite for Engineering tata Folder, " \l allory Lever
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GROUP

SUBSCRIBERS
SAYE DP TO
$15o Each
Form A Group Today!
You and your co- workers can now save up to

half the regular cost of

a

RADIO subscription

by using the Group Plan.

The more men in

a

Group the more each saves, up to 50%.

Present subscriptions

may be

RENEWED or

EXTENDED as part of a group.

The combination of exclusive, fine and timely

articles plus this low -rate subscription offer
makes RADIO a

must-have publication.

fellows, form a Group today and send

it

So

to-

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC
342 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

.TEAR OUT -MAIL TODAY'

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
342 Madison Ave., New York

Name
Address

17, N. Y.

Kindly enter the following subscription to RADIO Magazine
Remittance of $
is enclosed. (1 to 6 subscriptions may
be ordered on this form).
One -year subscription
Two I -year subscriptions
Three -year subscriptions
Four
-year subscriptions
Five -year subscriptions

$3 Or'

1

$5 G.'

1

..

1

$6
$7

Positron

OC

Groups of 6 or more subscriptions in the U.S.A. and Canada will be
accepted at the rate of 51.50 each. For Foreign groups add 5.50 to
each subscription ordered.

Name
Address

PLEASE

Position
Name
Address

PRINT

Position

Position

[IZADIO]

...... ...

*

Company

...... ...

Company

..........

Company

Name
Address

Company
Position

...... ...

..........

OC

Po-it'on

Name
Address

Company

Name
A.:dress

$8 00

1

..........

NOTE: If you do not wish to tear out this order blank, print or
type a I:st giving each subscriber's name, address, employer's
name and their respective positions. Mail it in today!

Company
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II

Action Switches, Series

5(N111

and

I01111."

Address requests to P. R. \Ialltn'y & Co..
Inc., 3029 \\'ashington St., Indianapolis 6.
Ind.

NEW PILOT LIGHT

su that the -j-B may he grounded if it is
desired to ttse the supply as a source of
grid bias for tubes which draft' heavy

grid current.
.\ continuously variable d -c voltage front
to 75 volts with less than 7 my ripple
11

This series of pilot light assemblies is
designed on the light -shield principle -to
direct a beam of light within a rotation of
360 degrees. .\ turn of the knurled head
directs the light on to any localized spot.
at any desired angle.

Complete descriptive literature can he
obtained from the manufacturer. I)ial
Light Co. of America. Inc.. 900 Broadway,
New York 3. N. Y.

DUAL POWER SUPPLY
; tower
regulated
Two independent.
sources are combined in the C \II. 1115
Dual l'ott er Supply.
The "IC' ,upl,ly furnishes a continuuu-

ly variable d
voltage irttm 1811 to 3(111
volts. at 70 nia.. with a maximum ripple
of less than 25 mv. The negative side of
the supply is isolated from the chassis.

furnished by the "L " stii ply.
Descriptive bulletin available: inquiries
to CtmuntuliCation
should be directed
\lcasurcutcnts Laboratory. 1311 (;reenwich
St.. New York, N. Y.
is

R -F PROBE
.t\ new r -f probe for functional

Efficient operation with 45 volt plate supply
makes it complementary to types 11.1)5,
11.C6 and 11.114 for receiver circuit applications, since they also provide good
operation under the sanie low plate voltage
ci indition.
The tithe filament is rated at 1.6 volts
maximum for battery operation :old lias

te,t-

frequency It(ier circuit, is
by Radio Frequency I.ab, oraBoonton, N. J. 'When the
subjected to an r -f )ìeld. a
proportionate r -f current is capacitively induced, rectified and indicated on Weston
506 meter.
Many uses include the quick dctc. fion
of standing waves. shielding power leads,
r -i eh( ke efficiency, and circuit tracing for
r -f in all radio frequency equipment and
ing of high
manufactured
torics. Inc..
probe tip is

associated
operatil:11

without

comp( Inents.
f

attesting

Iltc circuit.

a -c /d -c
\{axioms direct interclectrodc
5 /1(i' diameter RM.\
capacitances. when
standard \I8 -3118 shield is connected to
a

design center of 1.3 volts for

operation.

1LG5 NEW PENTODE
\ Il,N ,toll- rcnl,'te cut-ott

1

pentode amplifier. designed fur efficient operation iii
portable battery and a -c /d -c receivers
afierc plate supply may drop as IOW a:.
45 volts, has been announced by the radio
tube division of Sylvania Electric Products. Inc., 5011 Filth Avenue. New York
18. N. \'. Remiitu cut -off characteristic of
the new type 111 ;5 tube slakes it better
suited to a -t -c circuits than type I1.(;5.

SPEEDY OPERATION BY FACTORY

PERSONNEL

with a

the negative side of the filament. are
grid to plate .007 max. sont ; input 3.2
mini: and output 7.0 mulf.
Typical operating conditions and characteristics with 45 volt plate supply in
class Al amplifier service. with suppressor
grid connected to negative filament at
socket. are:

Filament voltage, d -c
Filament current
i'late voltage
Screen grid Voltage
1.'4intro1 grill voltage
Control grid resistance
Plate current
Screen grid current
Mutual conductance

II.IIî anipere

Plate resistance. appro ox.

0.35 mcgultttt

1.4 y.
45 y.
45 y.
11
y.
3.11

.-,; ma
WII)

TYPE 110 -A

production test instrument is specifically
designed to rapidly and accurately compare
relative loss and reactance in one operation
and with a single setting.
Speedy operation results from the fact that the
This

deviation of both the reactance and resistance
values of any R.F. component are simultaneously
indicated when that componentis resonated in a
tuned circuit which has been previously adjusted
against a known standard.

FREQUENCY RANGE: 100 kn to 25 me using plug -in coils. RANGE OF INDUCTANCE COMPARISON:
10 microhenries to 10 millihenries. RANGE OF CAPACITANCE COMPARISON: Approximately 2 mes f
to 1000 mut. ACCURACY OF INDUCTANCE CHECK: Approximately 0.2 percent.

BOONTO
NJ

U S

A

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF TILE "O" METER
BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR
GENERATOR
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... OR- CHECKER ... FREQUENCY
... AND OTHER DIRECT READING

MODULATED SIGNAL
INSTRUMENTS

TEST

R -100S

in the

'2 nth size and the R -3005 in the 1 nth
size, have been placed on the market by
2

The Production Line
Test and Measuring Instrument for Radio Components

.

ap-

The
rethat

NEW CHOKES
l'wo new chokes. the

WRITE fOR

micrutnhos

Control grid Voltage for a Got of
proximately 111 nticronihos is -tl volts.
grid leak is recommended to supply
quired operating bias in addition to
obtained from the a -v -c circuit.

QX
CHECKER

CATALOG C"

tncg.

1.5 ma

1

the National Company, inc. of Malden.
Mass.
The R -10II5 is a continuous universal
winding in four sections wound on an isolantite form for (t -33 screw mounting in
any position. Each end of the winding terminates at cotter -pins, easily accessible for
soldered connections. The overall dimensins arc 3" x 11/16." the current rating is
135 nia. and the direct current resistance
is 5(1 ohms.
The R -30OS r -f choke lias an isolantite form and is wound in a continuous
universal winding in three sections. Characteristics include a d -c resistance of 10
ohms. a current rating of 300 ma, and a

nunf. The overdistributed capacity of
all dimensions are 2" x 11/16 ".
1
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NEW CONCORD BULLETIN
News of invert t t., the relia Iiehl icontaincd in Concord Radio l rl of tiioii

SWEDEN

annuunicnunt

ut a brand -nets bulI, tin
.up;.lement to Concord's cuntl,let,
catalog which was issued re,cntly. The
new
bulletin -supplement
new
features
tncrrhauuli.c available for immediate shipment inn]) warehouses in Chicago an
Atlanta. hhc olterings include hundred,
of hard- 1-tìnd, long- .ought item. --aill
also many standard items at money- saving
bargain price,.
free ropy of the new bulletin may
be obtained 1)3.- writing the Concond hadio
Corp. at (All \ \-. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7.
and

Well established and highly reputable firm of importers, with large sales staff,
desires contact with manufacturers and suppliers of:
Portable battery radio receivers
Batteries for such sets
Radio tubes of all types for receivers
Electrolytic condensers, rheostats, replacement parts
Record- changers, mikes and pickups
Novelty items and radio accessories
Bakelite and other plastics
We want to import on firm account with sole selling rights for Scandinavia.
(References: Suer/tilt Legation, Corn': Dep't.. Washington; Skandinas ika Banken,

I

-

HARRY ANDERSON

FTR REFERENCE BOOK
"Reference T)ata for Radio Engineers,radio handlsuuk published by Federal Telephone and Radio Corp. ha been reissued
in revised and enlarged form. "I -his second edition. like its predecessor. has been
presented as an aid in the fields of research. development, Irnductiuti and education.
Over 50,i1011 topics of the first edition
of "Reference I)ata for Radio Engineers were .old. "I he second edition retains all
the material that proved highly useful and
popular in the first edition. with intr.-11
additional data.
The second edition Iia
been expanded Li 3,11i pages and now has
over 410 illustrations, more than twice a,
many as in the original edition. The format is completely new and modern and a
complete .ubj -ct index leas been added.
New chapters on transformers and on
room acoustics have been added. The ronni
acoustics chapter was specially written for
the btiok by Ed -a d I. Content, well known
consulting engineer on numenus important
acoustical installations and a recognized
authority on the subject. Static of the urigiral chapters have been rearranged and
in many instances much new material ha,
The new hook
a

is

priced at $?.I)U

a

TUBES
oscillator or

327A

95

Good upatb 0umetersmodulator,
,
3.95

i
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829, 8298 '
input Beam Power
tube, 360 W.
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.
813 xmittinR
neutralization
no
requires
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25TH
ANNIVERSARY
CATALOG
It will take you a solid week to chum
over the thousands of items in the
new giant -sized Lafayette catalog. And
we don't piddle with
pennies; these are doltal

in'

it

katu

Mr-sating values. Get
on our mailing list
right now: use the
coupon below.
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FILTER
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z
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OIL FILLED sERS.

XPS498
XPS499 ? mid. 600 r. raw.
4 mfd
HR102
r round.
6 mid. 6000

2

4,

v.

HR103

HR/ 05

1 mro.
2000
3 mid.

r

2000 r.v

",x 1'2"
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Frank Lester, W2AM1, Is back In charge of Lafayette's Ham

- ready to answer questions

and pass the

lime of

LAFAYETTE RADIO
LAFAYETTE RADIO, Dept. BH -6
100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.

-I

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING:

CARRIER -SHIFT TRANSMITTERS

*

19.95

.

day with you. Ask for him when you stop in or write.

multi -grid thyratron., is presented in
two -color 24 -page catalog i -.red by Cliatharn Electronic:. 475 'Washington St..
Newark 2. N. I. flic material is attractively Is,ttnd and printed.

e

10, 5 and two meter bands

2.95
65

Division

a

;

tube, 205 mc. superhet

15

39.4$

as

r

a

that's a natural for conversion to the

F.M

Technical data on thyratron., mercure
vapor and high- varnum reetilìcrs, as well

\. wide moss- section of irequenry -shift
transmitting equipment is described and illustrated in a loose -leaf offset- printed bulletin offered un request by Press \Vireless Mfg. Corp.. 38 -01 35th Ave., Long
Island City. N. N ('nits included in the
bulletin include a 50-kw 4-21 me transmitter calable of keying at 41N) wpm,
I5-kw amplitude modulator, several smaller
telephone- tekgrapii transmitter. Inoni -31111
watts
upward.
frequency -shift keyer.,

SWEDEN

Amplifier,

_

.

1.49
4.95

.

.

.

807

cop),

RECTIFIER TUBES

BC-406 is

triode

El os

ropy tthrn ordered for bull:

shipment to a single address in eluantitieof 12 or more. . \Il queries r ncernin
"Reference I )ata tut Radio I :n_incers
should be addrt...e l to Publication Department. Federal 'I"cicphonc and l:adiu Corp..
67 Broad tit.. New York 4. N. Y.

Södertalje

RECEIVER

bec-n added.

or $l.ol)

-

Je e-nska Nande:sbank.n, Sodcrtalje, Sweden)

III.

Quan.
100 Sixth Ave.
New York 13, N.Y.

Price
No.

(each)

Quan.

N o.

Price
(each)

I
(list additional items on separate sheet and attach fo coupon)

110 Federal St.
Boston 10, Mass.
24 Central Ave.
Newark 2, N. J.

Enclosed find $
check
M.O.; D send C.O.D.
Please send no your new giant-sized catalog FREE of charge.

Name
Address
City

Zone

State

J
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This kind of arithmetic
may put Johnny through college
Here's how it works out:
$3 put into U. S. Savings Bonds today
bring back $4 in 10 years.

will

Another $3 will bring back another $4.

So it's quite right to figure that 3 plus 3 equals
or 300 plus
or 30 plus 30 equals 80
8
300 equals 800!
in U. S. Savings Bonds. And those
It will

...

...

...

bonds may very well be the means of helping
you educate your children as you'd like to have
them educated.
So keep on buying Savings Bonds available
at banks and post offices. Or the way that millions have found easiest and surest through
Payroll Savings. Hold on to all you've bought.
10 years
You'll be mighty glad you did
from now!

-

...

SAVINGS
SAVE THE EASY WAY.. BUY YOUR BONDS THROUGH PAYROLL

Contributed by this magazine in cooperation
with the Magazine Publishers of America as a public service

28
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monitor, kcyer coupler, compressor amplifier and preamplifiers for voice transmission, line amplifiers, triple diversity receivers, diversity tone kcyers, polar d -c
driver, tape scanner, recorder, and a complete line of photo -fax units.
An interesting insert discusses the technical features of r -f carrier shift, which
is described in detail in RADIO.
is halldsonleiC illustrated
The In
and is a valuable addition to any technical
library.

For the Man Who Takes

Pride in His Work
FM and Television Band Coverage on Strong Harmonics. Strong

MIDGET RELAYS
oil
ata contact data, contact
ment diagrams. and dimension
of midget metal -base relays are
in a new four -page booklet issued
Leonard Electric Co., 31 South
Vernon, N. Y.
[

Fundamentals to 50 MC.

arrange-

:knottier member of the Triplett
Square Line of matched units
this signal generator has featI
only in
ures normally f
"custom priced" laboratory
models.
FREQUENCY I'OVER AGE
Continuous and overlapping 75
KC to 50 111:. Six bands. Alt
fundamentals. TrilRET'l'YI'E
COIL -ASSSEMBLY Six -position
turret type coil -vs itching with complete
shielding. Coil a- sembl. rotates inside a
copper- plated steel shield. :\'l'I'1:Nl' -\1'll)N-- Individuall. shielded and adjustable. by fine and coarse controls. to zero
for all practical purposes. ST \IiI1.ITYt ;reatl- increased ht use of air triuuuer
capacitors, electron coupled oscillator circuit and permeability adjusted coils. INTERN -\i. \1(11)1 I. \TIl)N- Approxinlutely
30% at 1011 ode,. l'O\\-F.R SUPPLY-H5
volts. 50.6(1 cycle_ C. Voltage regulated
for increased oscillator stabilit..
(: \Si: -Heat[ metal edit tan and brottn
hammered rlcuurl knish.

sketches
presented
by Ward

St., Mt.

-

SPECIAL- PURPOSE SPEAKERS
Loudspeakers for F;1111'. 1d and marine.
submergence, industrial, and field applications are described and illustrated in a 24
page two -color catalog offered by Lui rsity Loudspeakers, Inc., 235 \'arick St..
New York 14, N. Y. Speakers are listed
with ranges up to two miles, explosion proof designs, and nasiels which will function in live steam at 911 -pounds pressure.

INVENTIONS
1Ír,nn.

rag

221

the hand -\t idth economy obtained
tyitlt simple sills -band transmission.
If it is desired to send simultaneously several telegraph messages over
a single transmission link. it may be
done by sending each by means of
symbols formed by interrupting an al01

4

LIZADI¶

*
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Triplett
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,
BLUFFTON

OHIO

I

ternating current of

a characteristic
frequency. At the receiving end the
various frequencies are separated by
filters. then separately rectified sung
made to operate simultaneously independent sounders with the individual
messages. The number of message,
which can be handled depends upon
the frequency band width required by
each channel. This width in turn ¡determined by the side band frequenciegencrated at the moment tltc ca rriei
frequency is interrupted or restored.
in any amplitude modulation, these frequencies must be transmitted in order
to reproduce the abrupt on- and-utt character desired alt the receiver. But it is
possible to eliminate half the side bands
without harming the intelligence and
this is normally done. .\ filter. placed
in the transmitter at a point beyond the
keying point, is arranged to pass only
the carrier frequency and single .side
band.
In practice, practical side -band filters
introduce a 90° phase shift of a part
of the side band energy, and that this
phase -shifted component, which is present only during interruption or reconnection of the carrier frequency, tends

A111111?1.
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New CONCORD Bulletin -FREE
Hundreds of Bargains- Scores of New Items
ATLANTA. Mail coupon below TODAY for
your FREE copy of new CONCORD Bulletin.

NOW! 8 giant -size pages packed with

READY
long -awaited Radio and Electronic Parts,
Supplies and Equipment -new merchandise,
just received -now in stock for IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT! See hundreds of items for every

Did You Get CONCORD'S NEW COMPLETE CATALOG?

Showing the latest and greatest selection of
guaranteed quality Radio Sets,
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Supplies, Equipment, Amateur
Gear, Kits -plus the new Multi amp Add -A -Unit Amplifiers
exclusive with CONCORD. If
you do not have the new COMPLETE CONCORD Catalog,
check coupon below.

-

Meters, Controls, Switches, Relays, Transformers, Test Equipment, Tools, Amplifiers,
Record Players, Record Changers, and many
other new and scarce items- scores of them at
money- saving bargain prices -all ready for

CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION
u Iaro :. tn.
901 W. Jackson Blvd. Dept.
Please rush my FREE COPY of the new
Concord Bulletin of Radio Parts.
if you also want new Complete
(Check
Concord Radio Catalog)
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Address.
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State...........
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tu affect adversely the

restons' of the
receiving; sounders. The present intention seek, to avoid this difficulty by
using;- ttvo carrier frequencies for each
nmssage channel instead of title. "I-he
'lilel-l'lli ttlolt of tine carrier to fort,, a
-pace heaver,, tiu code symbol, connects :norther carrier of :t different freIluenc\ to the line in its /,lace and the
iitianted phase-shifted side-band cool
lttnents sur thus caused to Cr ntlx'n,ate
for each other.
In the accompanying drat,
the
tiro frctluencit. I', anti I'_ sur generally
close together in frequt.nty so a, to use
a, little spectrum "lrtce ;ts itttihle. t lnly
tran,tnittin etlttilrtnent and the
Cl rrtstoriding
rerciyin ,tat ion are
Sltmyri. althon
several such pair...
tt_onitl normally he ronnertetl in ltarall,1
lo the .ante tr;nt,nti --'itnt line.
The patent. \o. 2.3X(1.5((. is assigned
tot the
/;ell Telephone Laboratories.
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PLASTIC RADIO DIALS have endless possibilities
in design, size, shape and color

combination.
Attractive and durable, our radio dials, windows and scales
are preferred by many leading Rodio manufacturers.
Not only for dials, but for numerous other electronic and electrical applications, Laminated Plastics
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ore preferable.

I

Consult with our artists and engineers regarding applications for your particular purpose. Or
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will eventually convert the
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Olive Drab Finish. 45' to 84 ".
Will carry up to 50 lbs.
Originally designed for mounting speaker trumpets. Can be
used for mounting . . ,
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Buy
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Special -

of traffic.
F retlucney-shift ttchni,lttes
ltrot"ctl tntirtly surcessfnl for operating
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r:un.ic. radio circuit, si here othcr nitili
oils failed.
\lost commercial communication,
companies are now carrying titi fre-
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STATE_
mom am

gradually changing into the second
sketch and then into the third he obtains a picture of the motion of the
traveling tray('.
Noir a very important factor in the
trayelin vyave tribe toner ;,tor of r -f
energy is that the electron, move
.ontt'tvh ;tt fauter titan the ,rave. The
tolerance on limy much fa,ter i, ,fuite
broad anal is ,putted ;u being one of the
ortant advantages M this type of
tube. Nevertheless, the excess sin'etl is
important anti is the reauoti duit even

CAMERAS
FANS, ETC.

Quantity: 1,200 pie_cs

u

$2.50

each

Minimum quantity available: 100.
Individually packed. Weight 25
pounds.

Inquiries invited from Jobbers,
Distributors, Exporters, Priority Purchases, etc.
ELECTRONIC

CORP. OF AMERICA

Central Generol Agents for
Wor Assets Administration
353 W.

48th St.
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though electrons are fed into the tube
at all phase relations to the traveling
wave, there is still a selective action
which causes much nurre energy to be
tr :utsferred front the heart to the r -f
field that vice versa. .\ qualitative explanation of this may be given in reference to Fig. -I.
Consider an electron like the one
marked .4 in /iy. 1. This electron has
happened to enter the tube at a time
when it travels along with a portion
of the traveling- wave that causes acceleration. It is therefore a disadvantageous electron as tar as the desired
action of the tithe is concerned.
It
gets ahead of the wave, however. for
two reasons. because it has a larger initial velocity am!. less important. b,
cause it is accelerated.
Thus as ihown in the successive sketches of
Fill. I. it rather thickly catches alt to
at least a neutral point like the one
in the last drawing :utd then no longer
absorbs energy front the r -t field.
t ht
the other hand. an electron lik,
the one marked h in Fig. I. which
happens to enter the tube with a )chase
relation that call, for deceleration.
twill tend to stay in the decelerating
region it enters.
It may for some
time noire faster than the traveling
wane because of its initial superior
telocity. This is shown in the second
sketch of Fill. 4.
It way later have
lost so much energy :ts actually to start
to get behind again as is shown in the

!
_t

f

the speed of light is approached.
Tn wave guides, unlike coaxial line.
the velocity of propagation is slower
than the velocity of light. Furthermore
it is to some extent controllable by variation in the wave guide size. Unfortunately, however. it is always
ys a large
percentage of the velocity of light and
there is no possibility of decreasing it

enough to allots electrons front co!
venient electron guns to have great).
velocity. Only by the use of a special
arrangement can the desired propagation velocity be obtained.
Figure ? illustrate a way in which
a traveling wave may he oriole to have
a suitable form and vet travel with a
speed as small as at tenth to a twentieth

AVAILABLE NOW
Excellent Chicago space for radio
or television station, recording or
audition studio., ad or art agency,
any fi rut needing unusual 2 -fl. space
L nusual circumstances make immediately available 8,664 sq. ft. on top
two floors of nationally known, modern Chicago office building. Space
now laid out with private offices and studio workrooms. One 2- story
acoustically treated studio is .38'x46'. Exceptionally attractive opportunity for radio or television station, recording or audition studios,
advertising or art agency, commercial photographer -any firm requiring unusual space. Rare chance to acquire prestige downtown location,
close to all city :nul suburban transportation, at a rental which invites
immediate attention.

Principals or Agents Address Box 35
R:1i)IO MAGAZINES, INC.
312 Madison :tve., New York 17, N. Y.

last sketch.

Electrons may also move from an
accelerating region into a decelerating
region. Consider for example an electrum like the one marked ( ire Fir/. /
Starting in ail accelerating field, its initial superior velocity may carry it over
into a decelerating portion of the wave.
There, it gave up energy t,, the r
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The Radio Amateurs' Journal

If you are or intend to
be a "ham"
or if
your work entails radio

-

field.

communications
you'll
like CQ. Subscribe now!

Electron and Wave Velocities
In r ;, ial line. Haire ng \awes are
propagated with the sliced of light and
there is of course no possibility of get
ting the electrons to go faster than that.
Not only do very high velocities caul
for inconveniently high voltages tinder
any circumstance. Lilt also the speed
of light is known to be greater than any
physical body can possibly travel. it
world take at infinite amount of energ-y
to mike even a particle its sinall as an
electron go that fast.
\s such a particle is accelerated more and more by a
voltage. it is found that it refuses to go
much faster but simply gets heavier ill
stead. 'this, incidentally. is an inter
esting point in conjttnction with electron
accelerator tubes because it means that
the traveling \awe velocity need not
change much progressively to keep up
with increased electron energy mice
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of the Velocity of light
The instantaneous picture of the
field is
Very similar to that of 'the circular
wave guide shown in Fig. 3. There is,
however. one important difference.
The tube -like arrangement down which
the wave travels is actually a helix
rather than a solid metallic cylinder.
This means that the charge flowing
in the walls cannot alive from left to
right in a straight line as it does in
a \Vtne guide but must travel around
the helix in order to move down the
length of the tube. This greatly reduces the propagation velocity and
makes it conveniently possible to project an electron Meant flown the axis of
the tube with a superior- Velocity. The
situation is Very similar to that of a
circular wave guide in other respects.
and in fact the formulas of circular
wave guilles need only to be specialized
to require circular currents in order
to furnish criteria for design of the
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Only FEDERAL gives vn

2 plus values

in...

FM and TELEVISION
LEAD -IN WIRE!
Produced by world's largest
manufacturer of high frequency
cable!

2.

Engineered in the same laboratories
that have put Federal in the
forefront in FM and Television r

FEDERAL'S high frequency cable is really engineered for low -loss signal transmission from antenna

...

to receiver
the product of years of experience in
FM and Television.
It's a solid, polyethelene insulated type . . resisting water, acids, alkalies, oils ... won't embrittle
or age in sunlight. It retains flexibility in sub-zero
temperatures; and dimensional precision even in hot
weather. Elliptical cross section enables it to withstand twisting and abrasion eliminates any moisture conduction path.
.

-

Federal's lead -in cable is available to you now,
in various sizes. Write for complete details.

Federal lead -ins have dual, stranded conductors. Characteristic impedance for
commercial telecasts is 300 ohms- capacity per foot is 5 mmf.
Other types produced for special applications and experimental work have
characteristic impedances of 200 and
100 ohms.
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MODERN SET DESIGIJ SEEN GREATLY INFLUENCEÜ
BY NSW SYLVANIA ELECTRC T -3 TUBE

Commercial Ver$ion of Proximity Fuze Tube
Is Tiny, R.s. ged, Has Long Life

Compact, "table -top"
television eceivers are
made possible by the
u:e of the T -3.

Weight - saving features of T -3 will be
of special value in
air -borne equipment.

Radio equipment manufacturers are view ing with marked interest the radical reductions in size and weight now made
possible in many types of electronic equip-

ment through the use of the sensation,llls
small SyIvania vacuum who, T -3.
The contmer- iai version of the former
proximit 'u e transceiver tu:.e is noted fol
exceptional ruggedness ...Ions; life ... idea!
suitability for high frequency c'ucration.
Some of 1113 design possibilities openc.i
by the 'T -3 arc shown here. Of course. its
potentialities are not limited to
these fields.

1i

Tirite Srlrania Electric Product:
Inc., Emporiam, Pa.
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... to

get .eiore for your money
Re -Tube

with

AMPERE,
replacements
for your rectifier ...
regardless of make!

AMPEREX
TUBES
*

are DESIGNED by ELECTRONIC TUBE Specialists

...

in a laboratory that is second to
none in the world -and with a

background of experience that
encompasses the entire history
of electronic development.

*

are BUILT BETTER ...and while most makes may
look alike, there are hundreds of little structural design differences in AMPEREX tubes that combine to
make a BIG difference in stability and resistance to
shock or vibration.

.,17C

are LONGER LASTING ... because of close electrical tolerances,
conservative ratings, rigid mechanical requirements, careful construction, plus painstaking inspection and test ... to assure the maximum
number of operating hours within our specified ratings.

-

...

are LOWER in COST
lower in initial cost -lower in cost per operating hour
As thousands of others already have done, try AMPEREX -prove it yourself, in
your equipment.
are AVAILABLE for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ...by leading radio parts
distributors, who have AMPEREX tubes IN STOCK. We list a few of these
establishments that are prepared to serve you instantly:
ALLIED RADIO CORP., 833 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Illinois
W. D. BRILL & CO., 198 10th Street, Oakland, California
DE MAMBRO RADIO SUPPLY INC., 1111 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston 15, Massachusetts
CRABTREE'S WHOLESALE RADIO, 2608 Ross Avenue, Dallas 1, Texas
A. W. MAYER CO., 895 Boylston Street, Boston 15,

Massachusetts

RADIO & ELECTRONICS PARTS CORP., 3235 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland 15, Ohio
SOUTHEAST AUDIO CO., 112 West Union

Street, Jacksonville, Florida

There are approximately 200 standard types in the complete
line of

AMPEREX TUBES
Rectifying, Transmitting, Industrial, Radiation Counter,
Electro- Medical ... there's an AMPEREX tube for almost
any electronic application. Have you our latest catalog?
If not, write for it.

RE

-TUBE WITH AMPEREX

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP.
25 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N.

Y

In Canada and Newfoundland:

'
11

Canadian Radio Manufacturing Corp. Ltd.

-19 Brentcliffe Road, Leaside, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

for mobile communications
ARE TWO unbeatable VHF power tube combinations for mobile transmitter designs where high
efficiency and extreme compactness are paramount requirements. All four of these RCA-developed tubes
have high power gain and may therefore be operated
at relatively low plate voltage to provide large power
output with small driving power.
The RCA -5763 miniature type beam power tube is
very suitable as an output stage of low -power mobile
transmitters and as a doubler or tripler in higher power units. It can be operated with full input up to
175 Mc. The RCA -2E26 is intended primarily for use
in the driver stages or the output stage of emergency
mobile or FM transmitters. It can be operated with full
input up to 125 Mc. and will provide an output of about
13 watts at 160 Mc.
The RCA -5618 power pentode and the RCA -2E24
beam power tube are quick- heating types with low fila-

HERE

ment drain, and are particularly suitable for mobile and
emergency- communications transmitters where the operating power supply must be kept small. Both types
are designed for intermittent operation. The RCA -5618
is superior as a doubler or tripler; the RCA -2E24, as
the final amplifier in low-power FM transmitters.
Already proved in thousands of installations, these
RCA tubes can be depended upon for their quality,
ruggedness, and superior performance.
RCA Application Engineers are ready to work with
you in applying any of these or other RCA tube types
to your specific designs. For further information write
RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section H4211, Harrison, New Jersey.
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.
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MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT
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RCA

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
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ELECTRON TUBES

M.RR /tON, N. J.
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